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CIMdata News 

CIMdata Announces Product Lifecycle Management Events in India 

24 February 2015 

 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM consulting and research firm announces its intention to bring two 

of its acclaimed PLM education events to Pune, India in April 2015. The events will be co-sponsored by 

BrainWave Consulting and will be held at the Courtyard by Marriott, Pune City Centre. 

The first event, a special offering of CIMdata’s PLM Certificate Program, will take place on Sunday, 

April 12. The program, which is built on CIMdata’s over 30 years of experience guiding industrial 

companies in successfully defining and implementing best-in-class PLM strategies, is recognized as the 

PLM industry’s most comprehensive solution-agnostic education and training offering. Upon successful 

completion of the program, participants receive a CIMdata PLM Certificate and are invited to become a 

member of CIMdata’s global PLM Leadership community. The class is available to industrial users and 

PLM software and service providers alike. 

The second event is CIMdata’s PLM Market & Industry Forum, which will take place on Monday, April 

13. The PLM Market & Industry Forum is recognized globally as the premier industry event designed 

exclusively for PLM software and service providers, and PLM channel partners of all sizes. Attendees at 

this event will collectively explore the issues currently facing the PLM market. Presentations will offer 

insights into the current economic climate, leading trends, and their effects on the global PLM economy 

and how to successfully compete in it. There will be a detailed look at the state and trends of current and 

future PLM markets, and the first public release of CIMdata’s 2014 PLM market analysis results—

including extensive analyses and forecasts of market growth across PLM domains, industries, and 

regions; and the performance (revenue and market-share analysis) of leading PLM providers. Similar 
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events will be held in Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA on March 31, 2015; Amsterdam, The Netherlands on 

April 9, 2015; Beijing, China on April 17, 2015; and Tokyo, Japan on April 22, 2015. 

On CIMdata’s decision to bring these programs to India, CIMdata’s president, Peter Bilello commented, 

“We are always being asked when we are going to bring these successful programs to India by the PLM 

professionals providing PLM services from India. The time is right and we are excited to be partnering 

with BrainWave Consulting to make this happen.”  

According to Rahul Deshpande, Founder & Director PLM Services at BrainWave Consulting, “Current 

government has put lots of emphasis on innovation and manufacturing. PLM is a required enabler for 

managing innovation and taking it successfully to manufacturing. CIMdata is the premier firm in 

delivering training and market insight on PLM. It is with great pride and honor that we host CIMdata’s 

first-ever India PLM Certificate Program and PLM Market & Industry Forum events. We are looking 

forward to making this an annual occurrence.” 

For more information on CIMdata’s PLM Certificate Program please go to: 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/events/cimdata-plm-certificate-program/event/91-cimdata-plm-certificate-

program-pune-india-special-program-with-brainwave-consulting and to register for the PLM Market & 

Industry Forum visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/events/forums/event/90-plm-market-industry-forum-

india-co-sponsored-by-brainwave-consulting 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

About BrainWave Consulting 

BrainWave Consulting, a PLM and innovation consulting firm, helps its clients in improving returns 

from their PLM investments. It also drives innovation, and improves profitability. BrainWave 

Consulting delivers business solutions to the automotive, industrial equipment, and hi-tech industries—

helping organizations to adopt efficient processes and bridge the gap between business and technology. 

It delivers innovative PLM solutions and products in a cost effective and efficient manner. The firm’s 

services include PLM consulting, knowledge management, innovation management, and PLM training. 

It has built products for PLM search and knowledge management. For more information, visit 

http://plmindia.com/. Follow on LinkedIn 
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CIMdata to Host Free Webinar on PLM for Process-Based Products 

26 February 2015 

 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm, announces 

an upcoming free educational webinar, “PLM for Process-Based Products.” The webinar will take place 

on March 24
th

 at 11:00 a.m. EDT, 17:00 CET. The topic will focus on how PLM relates to products that 

are produced in ways other than typical discrete manufacturing. For instance, chemicals, food and 

beverages, and pharmaceuticals are created in a continuous process flow.  

The webinar will be presented by John MacKrell, Vice President of CIMdata. “As PLM matures, it is 

applied to new areas. One of those is to product development in process industries such as 

petrochemicals or pharmaceuticals, but also for products that contain a mix of electro-mechanical and 

process components,” says MacKrell. “In our webinar we will discuss how traditional PLM solutions 

can be applied to support all types of process product strategies.” John MacKrell has over 40 years of 

experience in the application of computer-based solutions to engineering and manufacturing, with more 

than 20 years at CIMdata. Mr. MacKrell consults on PLM strategies; best practices; collaboration and 

knowledge sharing; PLM ROI and benefits; and developing end-user plans for the acquisition and 

implementation of PLM technologies – including PDM, data visualization, collaboration, CAD, and 

digital manufacturing. 

At the conclusion of the webinar, attendees will: 

 Realize how PLM supports process industry products 

 Have an appreciation of how process and discrete products can be defined in a common systems 

environment supported by PLM 

 Have knowledge about the benefits of working in the context of a single source of truth 

 Understand the relationship of PLM to ERP and MES in a process industry environment 

 Be able to know what to look for in PLM solutions 

This webinar is suited for PLM users, team leaders and members, engineering managers, and anyone 

interested in learning more about PLM and how it relates to high tech. During the webinar attendees will 

have the opportunity to ask questions about the topics discussed. To find out more, visit: 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/plm-for-process-based-products. To 

register, visit: https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/903827508822947329  

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/educational-webinars/plm-for-process-based-products
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/903827508822947329
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worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia- 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Oracle Value Chain Summit 2015—Enabling Agents of Change: a CIMdata Commentary  

25 February 2015 

 

Key takeaways: 

 Oracle’s Value Chain Summit offers an appropriate, right-sized venue for learning more about 

enterprise value chain systems 

 Oracle is committed to enabling parallel capabilities for Oracle Agile PLM (for on premise and 

cloud use) and Oracle Product Value Chain Cloud, which is a new, PLM offering in the Oracle 

Cloud 

 The presentations and CIMdata’s interviews with leading customers suggest that Oracle is 

delivering to customer expectations 

CIMdata attended the Oracle Value Chain Summit 2015 in San Jose, California on January 26-28, 2015. 

Oracle is one of the PLM market leaders tracked by CIMdata in our annual PLM Market Analysis 

Report series. The Oracle Value Chain Summit (OVCS) is a business conference focused on influencers 

and decision makers, with presentations by Oracle, customers, and selected partners. Over 2,500 value 

chain experts representing more than 425 companies from 31 countries attended this year's OVCS. This 

event is in its third year, having spun out of Oracle OpenWorld to more effectively serve Oracle’s value 

chain experts. 

Mark Hurd, Oracle CEO, kicked off the event with a session on what it takes for CEOs to “Survive or 

Thrive.” In his remarks, Mr. Hurd noted the significant challenges faced by CEOs to survive in today’s 

business environment, and suggested they be viewed as opportunities to thrive, enabled by: 

1. The explosion of data—with more than 90% of today’s data having been created in the past 2 

years. 

2. The increased sophistication of customers—expecting to be personally engaged in every facet of 

product use. 

3. The reality of social being the nature of business—the increased use of social media as a means 

to communicate and escalate dissatisfaction. 

4. The rise of mobility—the expectation and demand for “app” powered solutions. 

5. The presence of an aging infrastructure—twenty-year-old platforms do not and cannot adapt well 

to cloud-based, mobile, app-centric solutions.  

Mr. Hurd tied the last point, the challenge of 20-year-old legacy applications, to the reason Oracle has 

re-architected its solutions specifically to meet the demands of the cloud. Because most legacy 

applications are pre-internet, pre-search, pre-social, pre-mobile, and pre-cloud they would require 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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massive redevelopment to enable standardized, easily provisioned, mobile, socially integrated, and be 

able to provide real time data for decision-making. Oracle believes that their product strategy and 

offerings will help IT leaders and other business managers to become those agents of change, helping 

them reduce their IT overhead while also enabling new use cases and business processes to help them 

thrive. 

 

Oracle’s Product Value Chain Cloud 

(Courtesy of Oracle) 

John Kelley, VP of Product Strategy, ran the Product Value Chain track, where PLM related topics were 

the key areas of discussion. As agents of change, Oracle targets aligning innovation, accelerating 

development, synchronizing commercialization, and coordinating execution. Thus, a persistent theme at 

the Summit was that Oracle, as an agent of change, developed its next generation, online, cloud-based, 

“public” platform of Oracle solutions.  

The Oracle Cloud platform is intended to allow a single item master to be maintained across ERP, CRM, 

and PLM with full traceability within a multi-tenant cloud environment. Oracle is evolving the Oracle 

Product Value Chain Cloud capabilities to match and then to exceed Oracle Agile PLM (A9)’s 

capabilities. The Oracle Product Value Chain Cloud currently consists of the following products: Oracle 

Innovation Management, Oracle Product Development, Oracle Product Hub, and Oracle Project 

Portfolio Management. As Mr. Kelley explained, the vision is to be able to enable the Oracle Product 

Value Chain Cloud within one platform with one shared product record.  

It is important to note that the Oracle Product Value Chain Cloud products do not supplant A9 or 

Oracle’s Agile PLM for Process (P4P). Oracle was extremely clear in their message and in all dialogs 

that the product roadmaps for Oracle Product Value Chain Cloud, A9, and P4P are to be managed in 

parallel with capabilities to be extended to each solution. The other key point mentioned is that 

customers can choose permutations of cloud and on-premise. Oracle Applications Unlimited, Oracle’s 

program for long-term support of its many enterprise offerings, still applies for on-premise offerings and 

its spirit seems to be expanded to this broad-based support. 

There were two facets of the Oracle Cloud platform that were of particular note. The first is in the area 

of innovation management as presented by Gayle Hayes, Sr. Director of Product Strategy. The second 

was how social collaboration is tied to every aspect of the Oracle Cloud offerings.  

With Oracle Innovation Management, Oracle is striving to help executives with the innovation 

challenges of aligning innovation investments with business strategies, being able to respond in a timely 

manner to market drivers, dealing with the reality that social transparency exposes product issues, 

capturing and validating requirements earlier in the product development cycle, and improving the re-
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use of ideation. Because the funnel of innovation applies to products, services, and processes, Oracle 

Innovation Management is not restricted to product innovation alone. With Oracle Innovation 

Management, the innovation process is managed from ideation, proposal, and validation, through to 

development and commercialization. All data is integrated and readily available to support use cases in 

each step. 

Oracle Social Network (OSN), a social collaboration interface, is integrated with each of the Oracle 

Cloud offerings, enabling collaborative interaction that gets linked to and carried with the product 

record. While many PLM solution providers have explored social in the context of their offerings, they 

have not always been successful in tying the social collaboration intellectual assets into the product 

record so this is a notable positive development for Oracle. 

In addition to the Oracle presentations given at the summit there were a significant number of customer 

and partner presentations covering a variety of PLM topics such as managing enterprise system impacts 

on corporate divestitures, rapid deployments, and enterprise quality management. The message that 

came across time and time again in every customer session was the importance of executive 

commitment. This was most succinctly stated by Charles Derrow of Zebra Technologies, who stated 

“Leadership commitment and a holistic approach being demonstrated by leadership behaviors is a key to 

success!” 

Overall the energy level of the summit was high. Oracle engaged closely with its customers. The 

showcase area was organized by value stream, making it easy for attendees to find and engage with the 

Oracle representatives and partners based upon areas of interest. The event was large, yet came off as 

being intimate in nature. Even the large kick off session was set up with round tables to foster discussion 

in the brief breaks. Oracle partners were well engaged in the presentations, while adhering to guidance 

to keep commercials to a minimum, they focused instead upon providing value to the attendees. The 

event was well managed and showcased Oracle and its partners well. CIMdata appreciated the invitation 

to attend and looks forward to future Oracle Value Chain Summits. 

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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SolidWorks World 2015: Designing in the Age of Experience: a CIMdata Commentary  

24 February 2015 

 

Key takeaways: 

 Dassault Systèmes’ continues to evolve and clarify their 3DEXPERIENCE Platform message to 

the SolidWorks user community 

 Dassault Systèmes’ announced a multi-dimensional solution delivery model for SolidWorks 

users—one that continues the desktop delivery of design capabilities, one that delivers new 

capabilities via the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform, and one that is a hybrid model that includes a 

combination of both 

 An intriguing set of keynotes set the stage for heated discussion and debate about the future of 

design 

The 17
th

 annual SolidWorks World conference was held February 8-11, 2015 at the Phoenix Convention 

Center in Phoenix, Arizona, USA. A large and enthusiastic crowd of approximately 5,500 SolidWorks 

users attended the conference.  

Like past SolidWorks World conference’s, Mr. Bertrand Sicot, former CEO of SolidWorks and now 

Dassault Systèmes’ Vice President of Sales of Value Solutions, kicked off the event. He welcomed the 

crowd and the other one thousand attending remotely. He also thanked the 2.8 million SolidWorks users 

globally (another 2 million education licenses) and briefly introduced two new SolidWorks products—

SolidWorks Inspection and Model Based Definition. Finally, he commented how SolidWorks users now 

have two 3DEXPERIENCE Platform solutions available to them—SolidWorks Conceptual Design and 

SolidWorks Industrial Design. While they were both mentioned at last year’s event, SolidWorks 

Conceptual Design, which has been released, had a name change and current adoption levels appear to 

be low, and SolidWorks Industrial Design is in a customer lighthouse phase. The apparent underlying 

message in all of this was Dassault Systèmes’ desired expansion of the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform into 

the SolidWorks’ user community.  

Mr. Bernard Charlès, CEO of Dassault Systèmes, further expanded on this in his presentation that 

focused on Dassault Systèmes’ vision related to the use of the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform and its 

support of design in the age of experience. A theme that was echoed by Mr. Gian Paolo Bassi, 

SolidWork’s new CEO, and Ms. Monica Menghini, Chief Strategy Officer at Dassault Systèmes, as well 

as many of the keynote speakers. Mr. Bassi articulated Dassault Systèmes’ strategy as one that embraced 

the future as well as their rich legacy. He stressed the growing need for a true innovation platform and 

how SolidWorks is committed to providing 3DEXPERIENCE Platform and desktop-based solutions. He 

summarized SolidWorks approach as one encompassing the delivery of design solutions on the desktop, 

Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE Platform as well as hybrid solutions that integrate and leverage 

both. He pointed to the fact that SolidWorks users already have access to the platform from within 

SolidWorks and that this capability socially connects them with other SolidWorks users.  

Ms. Menghini expanded on the platform and connectivity topic during her keynote by describing how 

designers have to transform the way they think about products. As she stated, “products are no longer 

enough, we all buy experiences.” The natural conclusion is that SolidWorks’ designers have to become 

more “experience thinkers.” Ms. Menghini stressed that social interaction does and will play an 

increasingly important role in the age of experience. She also stressed that design will transform into 

“eclectic tribe” directed efforts where individual performers will be socially integrated, and where 
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innovation requires social interaction that is enabled by the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform. It was 

interesting to note that she commented that they have chosen to keep developing the traditional 

SolidWorks desktop, but place a priority on cloud development so that the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform 

and its capabilities will be available to all SolidWorks users. She also stressed that the platform will 

become inclusive and interoperate with tools offered by other solution providers. This is a strong 

indication of how, over time, the 3DEXPERIENCE Platform will become Dassault Systèmes’ primary 

solution delivery mechanism. This doesn’t necessarily mean that the SolidWorks desktop solution 

known and loved by its millions of users is going away, but it does probably mean that users will face a 

growing challenge or perhaps opportunity to enhance their design capabilities through the adoption of 

additional 3DEXPERIENCE Platform enabled capabilities. This will no doubt require the SolidWorks’ 

user community to evolve its thinking and attitude about the desktop. 

The Dassault Systèmes executive-delivered presentations where intermingled with an eclectic mix of 

keynote presenters, including Mr. Bre Pettis, Chief Innovation Officer, Bold Machines and former CEO 

of MakerBot Industries; Dr. Michio Kaku, professor of Physics at the City University of New York; and 

Mr. Jinsop Lee, Industrial Designer and Chief Globalization Officer, Linno, Seoul, South Korea. Each 

one providing interesting insights into the future of design. 

Mr. Bre Pettis presented his thoughts on the next industrial revolution: 3D printing and how it is pushing 

into new frontiers—a common theme these days throughout the PLM economy. In many ways, Mr. 

Pettis has been a leader in the DIY movement. His comments were inspiring and included a strong 

community message. He challenged the audience on numerous occasions and encouraged everyone to 

educate our daughters to be engineers and designers. He also commented, that “school is dead, long live 

education.” His point was that we have to change how we educate, train, and inspire young people. 

Dr. Michio Kaku, the famous theoretical physicist, author, professor, and popularizer of science gave a 

stimulating and thought provoking talk on how technology will change our lives. Dr. Kaku’s vision for 

the future included how technology will be embedded in everything, including our wallpaper. He 

explained that in the future we will be able to go up to our wallpaper and ask a question about anything 

and an expert opinion will be provided. He commented that we will wear contact lenses that will provide 

access to data about everything we need to know. That by looking at someone these lenses will 

recognize them and provide data on that person (e.g., name). He spoke about how we will imagine 

something and it will be printed. He also emphasized how the Internet will be everywhere and nowhere. 

It will be like electricity—always there, but never thought about.  

In the third main stage keynote, Mr. Jinsop Lee presented his view on designing for the five senses (i.e., 

sight, sound, smell, touch, and taste). Mr. Lee articulated his thesis that when designing an experience 

(or product) we need to design for the senses. He argued that experiences that rate high across all senses 

are more valued then those that don’t. His thesis, popularized by his TED talk, is very interesting when 

considering Dassault Systèmes’ stress on the development of experiences and not products. While his 

approach to rating an experience against a human’s five senses is somewhat subjective, it was 

compelling and thought provoking.  

Like past years, SolidWorks’ executives also took the time to introduce a list of new features and major 

solution enhancements. Two notable enhancements were SolidWorks Model Based Definition (MBD) 

and SolidWorks Treehouse. SolidWorks MBD is an integrated drawingless manufacturing solution. 

SolidWorks MBD allows SolidWorks users to communicate product and manufacturing information 

(PMI) directly in the 3D model, bypassing time-consuming 2D processes, and eliminating potential 

problems (e.g., miss reading the model and/or drawing). While many SolidWorks user companies will 

probably still require drawings, this new capability should remove most of the need to do so. 
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SolidWorks Treehouse is an assembly structure planning tool embedded in SolidWorks. The tool allows 

SolidWorks users to plan how their assembly will be arranged before they actually start designing. 

SolidWorks Treehouse enables users to name their components, drag in existing designs, create 

configurations, and add custom properties all before doing any new design. This tool provides some of 

the flexibility desired by designers and allows them to have more free-flowing ideas as they begin their 

creative design process. In all, SolidWorks 2015 includes more than 200 new features and 

enhancements, and according to SolidWorks, 90 percent of them were the direct result of requests and 

other feedback from end users. 

Additionally, Mr. Neil Cooke, SolidWorks Portfolio Introduction Director, provided a look at 

SolidWorks Conceptual Design 2016, formerly SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual. With this release of 

SolidWorks Conceptual Design, Dassault Systèmes has enhanced the Cloud-based solution delivered via 

the 3DEXPERIENCE platform. SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual as been designed to deliver a 

design experience focused on enabling users to create products in a highly connected and collaborative 

environment. Dassault Systèmes also announced SolidWorks Industrial Design, also delivered via the 

3DEXPERIENCE platform. This design tool allows users to quickly generate multiple industrial design 

concepts in response to a design brief. It offers functionality for the rapid creation, manipulation, and 

modification of designs using native and imported geometry. There was some chatter during the show 

that these solutions are being released in response to Autodesk’s introduction of Autodesk Fusion 360. 

There is probably some truth to that, but it is more likely an indication of Dassault Systèmes’ long-term 

strategy for SolidWorks and its 3DEXPERIENCE platform. 

Finally, the conference included demonstrations of some key new SolidWorks features and numerous 

break out sessions where customer stories from multiple industries ranging from industrial art and 

medical devices to consumer electronics and renewable energy solutions were presented. The event also 

offered hundreds of technical training sessions, many of which included hands on time, and a sizable 

“Partner Pavilion,” which featured more than 100 hardware and software providers who work with 

SolidWorks (e.g., PLM and PDM solution providers, implementation partners, manufacturers of 3D 

printers, compute platforms, CAM solution providers, and others).  

About CIMdata 

CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 

enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-

practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 

education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 

at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 

USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 

Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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Company News 

3D Systems Expands Consumer Products Reach with New National Distributor 

27 February 2015 

 

3D Systems announced today that it has added Impression Solutions, Inc., a national value-added 

distributor of printing and imaging solutions, to expand access to its portfolio of consumer products. In 

addition to selling its flagship Cube
®
 and CubePro

®
 3D printers, and the Sense

TM
 and iSense

TM
 handheld 

scanners, Impression Solutions will deliver an enhanced customer and reseller experience through its 

national network of field sales representatives, field engineers and internal support staff. 

This combination of 3DS’ plug-and-play 3D printing technology and Impression Solutions’ proven 

distribution experience and reputation, creates increased visibility and new venues for purchase that 

together will help bring 3D printing and scanning to offices, classrooms and homes all over the country. 

“We are excited about delivering 3D Systems’ products to our resellers and dealers,” said Ray Looney, 

Vice President of Sales, Impression Solutions, Inc. “3D Systems is a leader in this quickly expanding 

market, and their line of intuitive, democratized 3D products and focus on customer experience made 

them an obvious fit for Impression Solutions.” 

“We are thrilled to add a national distributor of this caliber,” said Peter Theran, Vice President, Global 

Consumer Products, 3DS. “Their training expertise, vast field representation and extensive reseller 

channel makes Impression Solutions an ideal partner to promote, distribute and showcase our exciting 

consumer lineup.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Boston Engineering Adds KeyShot to its Product Development/CAD Reseller Solutions 

27 February 2015 

 

Boston Engineering announced today that it is now a certified reseller of KeyShot 3D rendering and 

animation software from Luxion, a provider of advanced rendering and lighting technology. With this 

addition, Boston Engineering provides product development teams – including designers, engineers, and 

marketers – with added tools to create compelling visuals and images quickly. 

KeyShot is a real-time 3D rendering and global illumination program, developed by Luxion for PCs and 

Macs, that breaks down the complexity of creating photographic images from 3D models. KeyShot 

gives users involved with 3D data the ability to create photographic images in a matter of minutes, 

independent of model size and without special graphics cards. KeyShot directly imports PTC Creo data 

on both PCs and Macs, and supports LiveLinking to maintain changes to geometry through a free 

plugin. Other native file formats that KeyShot supports include ALIAS, Autocad, CATIA, Autodesk 

Inventor, Rhinoceros, SketchUp, Solid Edge, and SolidWorks. 

“Adding KeyShot to our product development and CAD reseller portfolio gives our clients more options 

to create dynamic visuals and to streamline the product development process between modeling and 

rendering,” said John Driscoll, general sales manager of PTC ChannelAdvantage at Boston Engineering. 

“Boston Engineering continues to provide its customers with the latest capabilities to develop game-

http://3dsystems.com/
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5ib3N0b24tZW5naW5lZXJpbmcuY29tL2Fib3V0L291ci10ZWFtL2pvaG4tZHJpc2NvbGwv
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5ib3N0b24tZW5naW5lZXJpbmcuY29tL3B0Yy8=
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changing products,” said Bob Treiber, president and co-founder of Boston Engineering. “We combine 

PLM software services with industrial design and engineering consulting to offer an unrivaled breadth 

and depth of product development services.” 

Boston Engineering, the Northeast’s largest PTC ChannelAdvantage reseller, provides organizations 

throughout New England and the Middle Atlantic with integrated sales, training, support, and services 

for PTC and KeyShot products. Additionally, Boston Engineering’s Product Development Systems 

Services provides consulting and technology integration services to optimize product development 

teams and to align product development with core business activities. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam’s Staff and Sales Partners Welcome new Vice President 

24 February 2015 

 

More than 450 Delcam staff and representatives of the company’s international Sales Partners network 

packed the Cineworld cinema in Solihull on Monday 9th February to welcome Pete Baxter as Delcam’s 

new Vice President and to hear about his plans for the future of the company. 

"I am delighted to be joining Delcam as the company prepares for the next phase of its development,” 

Mr. Baxter told the audience.  "I know that Delcam offers industry-leading products and services to 

manufacturing companies around the world, and that the company’s Sales Partners have an unrivalled 

reputation for the support they offer to our customers.  I look forward to working with Delcam’s staff 

and reseller channel to accelerate the growth of the business and to deliver an even better manufacturing 

experience to our customers.” 

Other speakers during the morning included, Bart Simpson, Senior Commercial Director at Delcam and 

Autodesk’s Buzz Kross, Senior Vice President, Design, Lifecycle & Simulation, plus two Delcam 

customers, Tim Geurtjens from MX3D, who presented some of his company’s latest developments in 

3D printing, and Wing Commander Andy Green, from the Bloodhound SuperSonic Car project, who 

updated the delegates on the project’s progress towards setting a new land-speed record of over 1,000 

miles per hour. 

The delegates then moved to the St. John’s Hotel in Solihull for the three days of commercial and 

technical presentations.  These included demonstrations of the latest results from Delcam’s development 

team, the largest in the CAM industry. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

Global Product Data becomes BIMobject® Business Partner for the North American BIM Market 

19 February 2015 

 

Based in Atlanta GA, USA, Global Product Data (GPD) operates one of the largest Building 

Information Modeling focused manufacturer directories in the USA, called THESource. 

The founders of GPD and BIMobject Inc. have extensive experience in working with building product 

manufacturers in BIM, Building Information Modeling. 

http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5ib3N0b24tZW5naW5lZXJpbmcuY29tL2Fib3V0L291ci10ZWFtL3JvYmVydC10cmVpYmVyLw==
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”After working on the Autodesk Seek platform, we believe the opportunity to bring the next generation 

of the BIMobject® web services to the US market now provides manufacturers a complete multi format 

BIM content and analytics solution alternative”, says Mike Collins, CEO/President of GPD. 

”We have big expectations from this partnership with GPD. We are now ready to introduce our 

advanced BIM technology platform and services to North American market place. Manufacturers are 

eager to extend their reach and presence globally with their products. With our partnership with GPD, 

our products will allow manufacturers to achieve this and increase their ROI” says Alan Akman, 

President of BIMobject Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of BIMobject AB. 

As a natural next step, GPD will be a full business partner with BIMobject® Inc. in the US marketplace. 

GPD will sell BIMobject products including content development services, web publishing services, 

analytics and Private Clouds. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

MATLAB and Simulink Help Power NASA’s Return to Manned Space Flight 

25 February 2015 

 

MathWorks detailed its contribution to the successful completion of NASA’s Orion spacecraft test 

flight. The flight, completed on December 5th 2014, marked the farthest in space any spacecraft 

designed for astronauts has been in more than 40 years. Orion’s milestone is considered a significant 

step in NASA’s work to pioneer deep space flight and reach Mars with a manned spacecraft. The 

guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) system onboard Orion successfully navigated from launch to 

landing using GPS and inertial sensors. These GN&C algorithms were developed with auto-generated 

code from MATLAB and Simulink. 

The design and development of the GN&C flight algorithms for Orion was a partnership between 

NASA, Lockheed Martin, Draper Laboratory, MathWorks and others. Model-Based Design helped the 

organizations work on both the GN&C algorithm and flight software development concurrently. 

Simulink models of the spacecraft and controllers served as an executable specification allowing 

engineers to design, verify and automatically generate flight software from one set of models. As a 

result, the GN&C analysts worked directly with the executable algorithm models rather than with 

documents which would have required interpretation by software developers. Merging the design and 

analysis environment with the flight software development enabled the joint team to identify and resolve 

problems earlier and reduce overall development time. 

“Guiding the Orion craft to a splash-down point within a half mile of its chute deploy target required the 

strengths of the entire team,” explained Mark Jackson, Draper Laboratory’s GN&C integration lead for 

the NASA team. “By combining Draper’s entry guidance algorithm with the auto-generated code 

capability of MATLAB and Simulink, the team met NASA’s objectives for landing guidance, 

navigation, and control." 

“MathWorks is very excited to play an important role in NASA’s journey to Mars,” said Jon Friedman, 

aerospace manager at MathWorks. “Being able to create the GN&C algorithms, simulate the closed-loop 

system using MATLAB, Simulink and Stateflow, and then to automatically generate C++ for 

deployment on the spacecraft provided significant quality and time-saving benefits for the mission.” 

More details about how the GN&C was developed using MATLAB and Simulink can be found in 
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“Accelerating NASA GN&C Flight Software Development.” Also, more details about Orion and its 

mission can be found on NASA’s Exploration: Beyond Earth site. 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

MSC Software Announces a New Finite Element Analysis (FEA) Business Partner in Switzerland 

19 February 2015 

 

MSC Software Corporation announced a new authorized reseller partnership with ELinter AG. ELinter 

AG has significant expertise in engineering simulation software development and solutions. The new 

partnership will satisfy the increased demand for structural and numerical acoustic simulations in the 

region. Companies will also benefit from the integration of ELinter's Computational Fluid Dynamics 

(CFD) solution "FloEFD" with MSC Nastran. 

ELinter AG is based in Cham, near Zurich in Switzerland. The company is one of the top providers of 

thermal and fluid simulation services, software solutions, consulting, and the development of 

customized cooling and heating solutions. One critical focus of the ELinter AG team is partnering with 

companies in the development of electronics in Switzerland. The increasing demand for structural and 

acoustic simulation by engineers in the industry can now be achieved through the distribution and 

support of FEA solutions from MSC Software. 

ELinter AG, in cooperation with MSC Software, will offer and support the following products: 

 MSC Nastran, the world's most trusted FE solver for structural analysis in the field of linear 

statics and dynamics 

 Actran, a complete acoustic software solution for the calculation of acoustic, acoustic vibration 

and acoustic flow problems. 

 Patran, an interactive pre- and postprocessor generating Finite Element models. Patran connects 

the Computer Aided Design (CAD) world with analysis programs and has interfaces to all 

standard solvers such as MSC Nastran, Marc, Abaqus, LS-DYNA, ANSYS or Pam-Crash. 

 SimXpert, a solution for multidisciplinary simulations and automation of proven CAE methods. 

"The seamless integration of ELinter's CFD solution" FloEFD" with MSC Nastran provides our 

customers with significant advantages in the design process," said Jörg A. Doswald, Managing Director 

of ELinter AG. "Simulation results from the CFD simulation can be passed to MSC Nastran for further 

structural analysis. Results can also be used seamlessly in SimXpert - via the existing interfaces between 

the solutions. Through our new reseller partnership with MSC, our local customers will receive extended 

simulation software offerings for use in their product development initiatives." 
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Stratasys Combines Solid Concepts, Harvest Technologies and RedEye Services to Form Stratasys 

Direct Manufacturing 

19 February 2015 

 

Stratasys, Ltd. announced it has combined Solid Concepts, Harvest Technologies and RedEye to 

form Stratasys Direct Manufacturing. 

Stratasys believes this move better positions the company to meet growing customer needs for additive 

manufacturing (or 3D printing) services as a production method. Now one of the largest advanced 

manufacturing service organizations, Stratasys Direct Manufacturing creates custom solutions from a 

comprehensive portfolio of technologies and materials to produce parts for applications ranging from 

models and prototypes to end-use components and assemblies. 

"Organizations need partners who can keep up with the rapidly changing manufacturing landscape and 

provide not only a range of services, but expertise and innovation to stay ahead of the competition," 

said Joe Allison, CEO of Stratasys Direct Manufacturing. "Our company brings together the latest 

technologies and materials, years of experience and the highest quality standards to meet the part 

production needs of customers across industries from aerospace and medical to consumer products and 

entertainment." 

With eight advanced manufacturing facilities located throughout the United States, Stratasys Direct 

Manufacturing offers a complete range of additive manufacturing technologies, along with conventional 

manufacturing services, including: 

 Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS
®
) 

 Fused Deposition Modeling™ (FDM
®
) 

 PolyJet™ 

 Laser Sintering (LS) 

 Stereolithography (SL) 

 Urethane Casting 

 CNC Machining 

 Tooling 

 Molding 

The depth and breadth of technology, coupled with the company's engineering expertise, allows 

designers and engineers to realize the full benefits of comprehensive advanced manufacturing solutions, 

developing quality products more efficiently at one shop. 
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Events News 

3D Systems Debuts Powerful New All-In-One Medical 3D Printer at LMT LAB DAY Chicago 

24 February 2015 

 

3D Systems announced the immediate availability of its all-in-one medical 3D printer, the ProJet 3510 

DPPro, which the company plans to debut at LMT LAB DAY Chicago 2015. The ProJet 3510 DPPro, 

the latest in 3DS’ stellar MultiJet (MJP) line, gives medical and dental labs the power to print precision 

dental wax-ups; durable implant drill guides; temperature-resistant, thermo-formable orthodontic 

patterns; and crown and bridge molds interchangeably, at up to twice the throughput of today’s printers. 

Armed with the ProJet 3510 DPPro’s game-changing speed, throughput and versatility, dental and 

medical labs can print precision, personalized medical tools and devices created directly from patients’ 

data, in a matter of hours—all in a smaller footprint than existing medical printers. 

“Our primary purpose is to democratize access to more affordable and powerful tools for the benefit of 

our customers. With its high resolution, high capacity and expanded material compatibility, the 

DPPro can support the widest range of medical applications, at a very low cost of ownership,” said 

Buddy Byrum, Vice President, Product Management, 3DS. “LMT LAB DAY is the perfect venue to 

demonstrate this new, multipurpose machine to those who will benefit most from it.” 

Engineered specifically for demanding dental and medical lab environments, the multipurpose ProJet 

3510 DPPro 3D printer provides round-the-clock printing capabilities and features a large build volume, 

allowing lab managers to rethink maximum throughput and tighten production schedules. With the 

ProJet 3510 DPPro’s variety of specifically engineered materials, labs can print enhanced, highly 

accurate wax-ups for crowns, bridges and partial denture frameworks, in addition to working models for 

crown and bridge, orthodontic, partial dentures, and medical models, such as a jaw models, in USP 

Class VI-capable VisiJet
®
 Stoneplast. 

The ProJet DPPro also produces customized implant drill guides in a durable biocompatible plastic 

material. Enhanced with efficient material use, low-maintenance operation and an unprecedented five-

year print head warranty, the ProJet DPPro conveniently melds with existing workflows and pays 

owners back on their investment faster. 

At LMT LAB DAY 2015, 3DS plans to highlight its vast range of medical and dental solutions, 

including its Virtual Surgical Planning (VSP
®

), a clinically proven methodology for leveraging 

personalized medical imaging data to enable virtual planning of procedures supported by 3D printed 

surgical guides. 3DS will also showcase its latest 3D printed metal hybrid implant bars, partial 

frameworks, coping and bridges for dental procedures. In addition to the ProJet DPPro, 3DS will display 

its affordable and capable ProJet
®
 1200 micro-SLA desktop 3D printer for quickly creating highly 

precise dental wax-ups. 

LMT LAB DAY 2015 takes place February 27 and 28, 2015, at the Hyatt Regency Chicago. 3DS will 

be in booth 837. 
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CGTech Announces 23 North American VERICUT Users’ Exchange Events   

24 February 2015 

 

Each year, CGTech hosts many VERICUT Users' Exchange (VUE) events for its customers. In 2014, 

over 1,300 VERICUT users attended more than 40 VUE events in 15 countries. CGTech has announced 

23 North American VUE locations scheduled in 2015 and the first will be held on Tuesday, March 10th 

in Irvine near the company headquarters. Attendees will learn about new software features, tips and 

tricks for improving manufacturing efficiency, and will have the opportunity to express ideas about the 

future direction of the software. There is no charge to attend. 

VERICUT Users’ Exchange 
Tuesday, March 10, 2015 

8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. 

Courtyard Marriott Irvine Spectrum 

Irvine, CA 

The agenda is customer-driven following a survey that was distributed at the end of 2014. In addition to 

tips & tricks, the agenda includes a review of recently implemented and planned enhancements. CGTech 

will also briefly discuss advancements in VERICUT Composite Applications, simulating 6-axis 

robotics, and programming and simulating automated fastener machines. 

To register for an event, call (949) 753-1050 or visit cgtech.com. A list of all currently scheduled 

worldwide VUE events can be found on the website.  
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Delcam to Show New Modelling Tools in ArtCAM Pro at Sign & Digital 

26 February 2015 

 

Delcam will demonstrate the new real-time modelling tools in the 2015 release of its ArtCAM Pro 

signmaking software at the Sign & Digital exhibition to be held at the NEC, Birmingham, from 24th to 

26th March. 

Unlike most other CADCAM systems, ArtCAM Pro is aimed at skilled artisans rather than engineers 

and requires little knowledge of engineering or computing.  It has been particularly successful in the 

signmaking, woodworking and engraving industries.  In these areas and in other artistic applications, 

ArtCAM Pro allows users to increase productivity, improve quality and deliver new designs more 

quickly, by combining their craft skills and creativity with the power and precision of computer-aided 

manufacturing. 

The main development for ArtCAM Pro 2015 is the new putty tool for modelling.  This allows models 

to be edited by picking an area to be moved, swirled, pinched or puckered.  It will be especially valuable 

when creating a series of variants on a repeating element in a design, such as a number of flowers 

making up a bouquet, or subtly changing the details of a design such as facial expressions.  Together 

with the existing 3D tools in ArtCAM Pro, it will help the most ambitious designers create any shape 

they can imagine. 

Another significant change is the ability to create and edit 3D shapes in real time, allowing the user to 
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see changes instantly.  Previously, this live update was only available when distorting vector artwork.  In 

addition to the new putty tool, options now operating in real time include the shape editor, the two-rail-

sweep tools, and the extrude, spin and turn modelling tools.  

The 2015 release includes new tools to speed up the editing of vectors.  Firstly, selection of vectors has 

been made easier and quicker.  Dragging the mouse across any area of a model now selects all the 

vectors either completely or partially within that area.  Selection can also be made of a set of nodes, 

either from a single vector or from a group of vectors.  Once selected, the group of vectors or the set of 

nodes can be edited simultaneously in either the 2D or the 3D view. 

CNC machining is often easier if all the vectors are in either the clockwise or anticlockwise 

direction.  ArtCAM Pro can now identify all vectors created in one direction automatically, rather than 

having to check each vector in turn, so saving considerable time. 

On the machining side in ArtCAM Pro 2015, custom tools can be created using an open vector to 

represent the tool’s profile, while relief slicing is available to divide high reliefs for machining, laser 

engraving or 3D printing as a series of files. 
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eCatalog Conference 2015 - Marketing meets Engineering 

25 February 2015 

 

TraceParts is organizing on March 5th the eCatalog Conference in St. Wendel, Germany, in partnership 

with KiM, Crossbase and Plan Software. 

The eCatalog Conference, first held in 2009, is a one-day event organized by TraceParts, KiM and Plan 

Software. Its objective is to introduce innovative software solutions in the fields of CAD product 

catalogs and sales configurators. 

This conference is aimed at all industrial parts vendors having a specific interest in electronic catalogs. 

Attendees at the eCatalog Conference have the opportunity to benefit from the extensive experience of 

software vendors and industrial users, as well as finding out about the latest software solutions from 

TraceParts, KiM and Plan Software. 

For the 2015 edition, the conference agenda includes a series of major speakers. Alongside the 

organizers TraceParts, KiM and Plan Software, representatives from cutting edge companies will also be 

sharing their experience with the audience. Maxon Motor AG, Pentair Technical Solutions GmbH, Pbb 

Architekten Ingenieure and VEM motors GmbH will give practical examples of successful solutions 

they have implemented in their specific environments.  

Christian Baumgärtner, Managing Director of TraceParts GmbH, firmly believes that this conference 

must be in anyone’s diary. - “The eCatalog Conference in St. Wendel is the perfect opportunity for all 

participants to collect a huge amount of technical information in a short time and in a pleasant 

atmosphere. 

The presentations given by the organizers provide an overview of new and future developments. 

The hands-on sessions will demonstrate that the organizers’ solutions really do provide the promised 

benefits in practice and in the long term. 

During break times, attendees have the opportunity to network with one another and with the companies 

organizing the event, making new contacts and developping existing ones. 
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It is the perfect place where our people meet our end users and develop personal contacts, adding the 

personal touch, central point to our corporate philosophy. The vast majority of our employees will be 

attending the conference. In my opinion, the eCatalog Conference is a highly successful concept and an 

event which should be in everyone’s diary!” 
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Live Implant Milling As WorkNC Dental V5 Launches At Show  

23 February 2015 

 

Live machining demonstrations of implant milling and standard dental prosthetics form part of WorkNC 

Dental V5’s launch at the International Dental Show in Germany.  

The new release of the dedicated dental CAD/CAM software introduces a full solution for the complete 

management of the machine tool’s loading and unloading system, plus full automatic preparation of the 

part to be milled. 

It also includes the new WorkNC Kernel V23, along with many new functions and enhancements.   

Five different types of 5-axis machine tools from WorkNC Dental’s partners, will be machining real 

customer parts, at the exhibition at Cologne in Germany, from March 10 – 14. Demonstrations, which 

will be held on the WorkNC booth, H 051, Hall 3.1, include:   

 Implant bars and bridges, and custom abutments, on Willemin Macodel 308 B and Datron D5 

machine tools. WorkNC Dental CAM and automation software will automatically manage the 

complete production workflow, from toolpath creation to managing loading and unloading  

 A dedicated 5-axis machine from MB will undertake the glass ceramic milling process, showing 

how WorkNC Dental optimises milling time and improves quality of the finished product  

 A Middletech and Imes/Icore 350 i will both demonstrate 5-axis metal milling. 

WorkNC Dental Business Manager Laurent Journeau says: “The exhibition is the leading event for the 

international dental sector. And as we’re developing our partner and distribution network, it’s important 

for showing customers, business partners and potential distributors that WorkNC Dental is an automatic, 

open and easy-to-use dedicated software for machining standard prosthetics and implant prosthetics in 

the shortest possible time.  

“It utilises perfectly optimised machining sequences to apply 3- to 5-axis CNC milling technologies. 

The user-friendly graphic interface has been specially designed for dental technicians who are not 

experts in machining technologies.”   

Part of the Vero Software Group, WorkNC Dental is an Automatic, open and easy to use dental 

CAD/CAM software used for machining standard prosthetics and implant prosthetics in the shortest 

possible time. Vero has direct offices in the UK, Germany, Italy, France, Japan, USA, Brazil, 

Netherlands, China, South Korea, Spain and India supplying products to more than 45 countries through 

its wholly owned subsidiaries and reseller network. 
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Registration and Schedule Now Available for 2015 Bentley LEARNing Conferences in U.S. 

25 February 2015 

 

Bentley Systems, Incorporated, today announced that registration is now open for its highly anticipated 

2015 Bentley LEARNing Conferences in the U.S. Each conference delivers a highly relevant learning 

experience to attending infrastructure practitioners through hands-on workshops and information-rich 

lectures. All those with Bentley LEARN Subscriptions or Enterprise License Subscriptions are eligible to 

attend – at no additional cost as a benefit of their subscriptions. Those without a subscription may 

purchase one during registration for $1,495.00. 

The individual conferences are dedicated to software for specific architectural, engineering, 

construction, and operations (AECO) workflows, including bridge/bridge inspection, building design 

and analysis, GIS and mapping, plant, road and site, water analysis and design, and more. Sessions help 

attendees take full advantage of their Bentley software in the shortest possible time. 

Jay Wasson, P.E., deputy commissioner, engineering and asset management, Indiana Department of 

Transportation, said, “I am very excited about the Bentley LEARNing Conference being hosted here in 

Indianapolis. The event will benefit both INDOT and our consultant partners. The conference provides 

attendees with a fantastic opportunity to sharpen their skills in effectively applying Bentley software in 

their project workflows, as well as to cultivate valuable relationships with industry peers and Bentley 

product experts.” 

George Church, Bentley Systems senior vice president, Bentley CONNECT LEARNservices, said, “The 

turnout at our multi-location Bentley LEARNing Conferences in 2014 was fantastic, enabling us to 

provide learning sessions to many more infrastructure practitioners than at our single conference in 

2013. Even more gratifying was the positive feedback we received from attendees, with the vast 

majority telling us that our hands-on workshop, lecture, and networking format is exactly how they like 

to learn, and the content we provide helps them do their jobs more efficiently and effectively when they 

return to the office. In 2015 we are expanding the number of workshops and networking and social 

learning opportunities – to further increase the value of our innovative Bentley LEARNing Conferences 

to our subscribers.” 

Conference networking opportunities enable users to connect with industry peers from user groups, 

special interest groups (SIGs), and/or Bentley Communities, and to interface with Bentley subject-matter 

experts. The popular “social dinner” enables attendees to connect – in a casual, relaxed environment – 

with other software users and Bentley colleagues who have similar professional interests. 

Attendees earn International Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET) continuing 

education units (CEUs) for many of the Bentley LEARNing Conference sessions they successfully 

complete. Bentley is able to offer these through its Authorized Provider accreditation with the IACET. 

The CEUs will help attendees achieve their continuing education goals and, thereby, also help advance 

their careers. 

In 2015 there will be multiple Bentley LEARNing Conferences co-located in three U.S. locations, with 

each highlighting distinct professional communities. The schedule of the 2015 Bentley 

LEARNing Conferences in the U.S., including the primary themes, location, and dates of each, is as 

follows: 

 Road and Site, with MicroStation and ProjectWise (at three locations) – Indianapolis, Indiana, 

U.S.A., May 4-5, 2015; Seattle, Washington, U.S.A., June 8-9, 2015; and New Orleans, 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpages.info.bentley.com%2Fpage.aspx%3FQS%3Dc76003443ff9837de9a71169beec9c1029f311d0998eb04e912275c6c7ec7f31&esheet=51047198&newsitemid=20150225005966&lan=en-US&anchor=Bentley+LEARNing+Conferences&index=1&md5=5a9fe6cb484c6368114d2d96ff51aba9
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bentley.com%2Fen-US%2FTraining%2FProducts%2FOfferings%2FSubscription%2F&esheet=51047198&newsitemid=20150225005966&lan=en-US&anchor=Bentley+LEARN+Subscriptions&index=2&md5=058233bfe8f4c2e7ed86f3204eb8812f
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpages.info.bentley.com%2Fenterprise_subscriptions%2F&esheet=51047198&newsitemid=20150225005966&lan=en-US&anchor=Enterprise+License+Subscriptions&index=3&md5=5b7dc752f327789c19a73c53fefca12c
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fpages.info.bentley.com%2Fpage.aspx%3FQS%3Dc76003443ff9837de9a71169beec9c1029f311d0998eb04e912275c6c7ec7f31&esheet=51047198&newsitemid=20150225005966&lan=en-US&anchor=Bentley+LEARNing+Conferences&index=4&md5=091318e0409552c6c97b80e9c8de3afa
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Louisiana, U.S.A., June 29-30, 2015 

 Substation and Utilities, with MicroStation and ProjectWise – Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A., 

May 6-7, 2015 

 Bridge/Bridge Inspection, with MicroStation and ProjectWise – Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A., 

May 6-7, 2015 

 GIS and Mapping, with MicroStation and ProjectWise – Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S.A., May 6-7, 

2015 

 ProjectWise for Administrators and AssetWise, with MicroStation – Seattle, Washington, 

U.S.A., June 10-11, 2015 

 Building Design and Analysis, with MicroStation and ProjectWise – New Orleans, Louisiana, 

U.S.A., July 1-2, 2015 

 Offshore, with MicroStation and ProjectWise – New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.A., July 1-2, 2015 

 Plant, with MicroStation and ProjectWise – New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.A., July 1-2, 2015 

 Structural, with MicroStation and ProjectWise – New Orleans, Louisiana, U.S.A., July 1-2, 2015 

 Water Analysis and Design, with MicroStation and ProjectWise – New Orleans, Louisiana, 

U.S.A., July 1-2, 2015 
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VISI and Edgecam Drive GTMA Precision Machining Courses  

27 February 2015 

 

Edgecam and VISI CAD/CAM software is being used in a series of precision machining and tooling 

training courses from the GTMA in partnership with the Advanced Manufacturing Research Centre. 

A suite of four-day CNC courses run to the end of July, ranging from introductory level through 

intermediate to advanced for both milling and turning. They are specifically tailored to provide delegates 

with the skills to perform at the highest level in today’s modern engineering environment. 

GTMA Chief Executive Julia Moore says it is important for delegates to have access to what she 

describes as “one of the world’s most advanced training programmes.” Run by AMRC trainers, they are 

designed for the precision machining and toolmaking industries. VISI was selected by the AMRC for the 

milling courses and Edgecam for turning.   

Introductory courses establish an understanding of the first principles of CNC milling and turning. 

Covering safety considerations around automated CNC machine tools, they also provide a foundation of 

basic G-code programming, along with manual programming and simulation of several components of 

varying difficulty. 

The intermediate course for each manufacturing technology provides a more in-depth aspect. The 

turning course includes complex internal machining, along with the tooling and profiles associated with 

it, while the milling course covers the principles of 2.5D techniques, including an understanding of off-

line programming with VISI and post-processing G-codes as well as DNC transfer to the machine tools. 

Likely future demands of the ever-changing engineering environment are covered in the advanced level 

courses. Turning includes CAM programming with Edgecam, and manufacturing to specification and 
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batch production. Advanced milling shows delegates how VISI CAD/CAM is used for 3D machining, 

including advanced cutting strategies, 3- and 5-axis programs, complex surface milling and 

programming a milled part.       

Venues are the GTMA’s Manufacturing Resource Centre in Alcester and the AMRC in Sheffield.   
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Financial News 

3D Systems Reports Record Revenue for Fourth Quarter and Full Year 2014 

26 February 2015 

 

3D Systems Corporation announced today its financial results for the fourth quarter and full year 2014. 

For the quarter ended December 31, 2014, the company reported record revenue of $187.4 million, 

representing a 21% increase over the comparable 2013 quarter despite significant foreign currency 

headwinds that reduced its total revenue by some $6 million during the quarter. 

For the same period, the company reported GAAP earnings of $0.01 per share and non-GAAP earnings 

of $0.21 per share. 

The company recorded an impressive 46% revenue increase from its EMEA region, over the same 

quarter in 2013, notwithstanding a challenging operating environment, outperforming all other regions 

with 28% organic growth. Channel productivity, primarily in North America, fell well short of the 

company’s expectations, restricting total organic growth to 7% for the quarter. 

The company’s direct metals and healthcare performance continued to surpass industry growth rates, 

increasing in revenue over the fourth quarter of 2013 by 178% and 96%, respectively. Consumer 

revenue increased substantially over the same 2013 period, growing by 68%. The company’s order book 

held steady at $46.5 million, even as its fourth quarter revenue increased 12% sequentially. 

“We are disappointed that we were not able to fully capitalize on the strength of our portfolio in all 

geographies equally, but are very pleased with the impressive growth rate that our EMEA channel 

delivered in the face of adverse foreign currency rates,” said Avi Reichental, 3DS’ President and Chief 

Executive Officer. ”We are taking decisive steps to improve the productivity and coverage of our North 

American and APAC channels to the level of our EMEA region.” 

For the fourth quarter of 2014, gross profit margin remained firm at the previous quarter’s level of 

47.9%, contributing to GAAP net income of $1.6 million, and non-GAAP net income of $23.8 million. 

The company generated $23.2 million of cash from operations during the fourth quarter and ended the 

year with $284.9 million of cash on hand. 

For the full year 2014, the company recorded revenue and non-GAAP earnings per share within its 

recently revised guidance ranges. Specifically, the company reported a revenue increase of 27% to a 

record $653.7 million, GAAP earnings of $0.11 per share and non-GAAP earnings of $0.70 per share 

for the year. Expanding materials and services margins and higher revenue contributed to a 19% 

increase in gross profit in 2014 over 2013, but a higher number of new product introductions, ongoing 

manufacturing capacity expansion and unfavorable mix constrained gross profit margin to 48.6% for the 

year. 

http://www.3dsystems.com/
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Fourth quarter operating expenses increased 38% from the prior year quarter, reflecting a step up of 36% 

in R&D and 38% in SG&A costs, in line with the company’s previously disclosed strategic initiatives. 

“As expected, higher spending levels in support of our expansion plans pressured our earnings 

throughout 2014, as we fast-tracked assembly of the talent, assets and infrastructure required to take our 

business to the next level,” continued Reichental. “Having completed this investment phase, we expect 

to recover our operating leverage and expand our profitability throughout 2015.” 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://www.3dsystems.com/press-releases/3d-

systems-reports-record-revenue-fourth-quarter-and-full-year-2014  
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ANSYS, Inc. Reports Record Revenue & Operating Cash Flows for the Fourth Quarter and Fiscal 

Year 2014  

26 February 2015 

 

ANSYS, Inc. today reported fourth quarter and FY 2014 revenue growth (both GAAP and non-GAAP) 

of 12% and 10%, respectively, in constant currency. The Company also reported non-GAAP earnings 

per share of $0.92 for the quarter and $3.43 for the year, and GAAP earnings per share of $0.74 and 

$2.70 for the quarter and the year, respectively. For comparative purposes, the fourth quarter of 2013 

earnings per share included a one-time, $0.12 tax benefit. Recurring revenue, which is comprised of 

lease license and annual maintenance revenue, totaled 66% of non-GAAP revenue for the fourth quarter 

and 71% for the year. 

Commenting on the Company's fourth quarter and fiscal year 2014 performance, Jim Cashman, ANSYS 

president & CEO, stated, "We had a very strong finish to the year, achieving record revenue and 

earnings, both of which surpassed the high end of our expectations. Most importantly, we delivered 

double digit revenue growth in constant currency for the quarter. We also reached an historic milestone 

for the Company in 2014, surpassing $1 billion in total sales bookings, which contributed to record cash 

flows that increased 16% over FY 2013. We closed the year with a total deferred revenue and backlog 

balance of $468 million, an increase of 14% over 2013. The focus on sales execution initiatives and the 

investments that we started back in 2013, including improving our go-to-market strategies, drove our 

strong financial results for 2014. We achieved widespread success across our three major geographies, 

with the U.S., Japan and Germany all delivering double-digit GAAP and non-GAAP revenue growth in 

constant currency in Q4. We also continued to return capital to our stockholders through the repurchase 

of 1.5 million shares in the fourth quarter, and recently achieved the $200 million near-term share 

repurchase goal that we announced in our last earnings press release." 

Cashman further stated, "In January 2015 we released ANSYS
® 

16.0 - the world's most advanced 

simulation software. With major enhancements to our entire portfolio, including structures, fluids, 

electronics and systems engineering solutions, the ANSYS platform provides our customers with 

scalability, ease of use and flexibility through customization and cloud-enabled applications. We also 

recently implemented our new Elite Channel Partner program, refocusing on this important component 

of our sales and support model, while at the same time expanding our direct global sales force. We 

believe that we are very well positioned as we enter 2015." 

http://www.3dsystems.com/press-releases/3d-systems-reports-record-revenue-fourth-quarter-and-full-year-2014
http://www.3dsystems.com/press-releases/3d-systems-reports-record-revenue-fourth-quarter-and-full-year-2014
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The ANSYS Annual Meeting of Stockholders will be held on Thursday, May 14, 2015 at 250 

Technology Drive, Canonsburg, Pennsylvania. The Company has fixed the close of business on March 

18, 2015 as the record date for determining whether stockholders are entitled to notice of, and to vote at, 

the Annual Meeting and any adjournments or postponements thereof. 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: 

http://otp.investis.com/clients/us/ansys/usn/usnews-story.aspx?cid=806&newsid=28715  
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Autodesk Reports Strong Fourth Quarter Results 

26 February 2015 

 

Autodesk, Inc. reported financial results for the fourth quarter and full fiscal year ended January 31, 

2015. The strong increase in billings and subscriptions and record cash flow from operating activities 

reflect continued progress on the company’s ongoing business model transition. 

Fourth Quarter Fiscal 2015 

 Total billings increased 13 percent, compared to the fourth quarter last year as reported, and 20 

percent on a constant currency basis. 

 Deferred revenue increased 28 percent to a record $1.16 billion, compared to $901 million in the 

fourth quarter last year. 

 Total subscriptions, including maintenance, desktop (rental), and cloud subscriptions, increased 

by approximately 100,000 from the third quarter of fiscal 2015, including approximately 17,000 

subscriptions related to the recent acquisition of Shotgun. This is the first quarter that Shotgun 

subscriptions have been included in the subscription count. 

 Revenue was $665 million, an increase of 13 percent compared to the fourth quarter last year as 

reported, and 15 percent on a constant currency basis. Revenue contribution from the recent 

acquisition of Delcam was approximately $20 million. 

 GAAP operating margin was 2 percent, compared to 9 percent in the fourth quarter last year. 

 Non-GAAP operating margin was 13 percent, compared to 20 percent in the fourth quarter last 

year. A reconciliation of GAAP to non-GAAP results is provided in the accompanying tables. 

 GAAP diluted earnings per share were $0.05, compared to $0.23 in the fourth quarter last year. 

 Non-GAAP diluted earnings per share were $0.25, compared to $0.40 in the fourth quarter last 

year. 

 Cash flow from operating activities was a record $257 million, compared to $184 million in the 

fourth quarter last year. 

"Our strong fourth quarter results capped off a terrific year for Autodesk," said Carl Bass, Autodesk 

president and CEO. "Strength in our core Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) and 

Manufacturing business segments led to over-performance on nearly all metrics, including billings, 

revenue, deferred revenue, subscription additions, and cash flow. Fiscal 2015 was the first year of our 

business model transition to more cloud and term-based subscription offerings and we are pleased with 

our early progress. Our subscription offerings provide our customers with greater flexibility and create a 

http://otp.investis.com/clients/us/ansys/usn/usnews-story.aspx?cid=806&newsid=28715
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com&esheet=51047939&newsitemid=20150226006454&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc.&index=1&md5=49aba9e632e04420f2ec167e55f0ade4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fadsk%2Fservlet%2Fpc%2Fitem%3Fid%3D14224514%26siteID%3D123112&esheet=51047939&newsitemid=20150226006454&lan=en-US&anchor=Carl+Bass&index=2&md5=c9456c328432d67988db71a1f22d1970
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new and better experience. Over the course of the next two years we expect to transition the vast 

majority of our business to these subscription offerings." 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://news.autodesk.com/press-

release/corporate-sustainability/autodesk-reports-strong-fourth-quarter-results  
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FARO Announces Its Fourth Quarter 2014 Conference Call 

19 February 2015 

 

FARO Technologies, Inc. announced that after the market closes on Wednesday, February 25, 2015, it 

will release its financial results for the fourth quarter and fiscal year ended December 31, 2014.  In 

conjunction with FARO's fourth quarter and fiscal year earnings release, you are invited to listen to its 

conference call that will be broadcast live over the Internet on Thursday, February 26, 2015 at 8:30 a.m. 

ET with the Company's President and CEO, Jay Freeland, and CFO, Peter Abram. 

What: FARO Technologies, Inc.  Fourth Quarter 2014 Earnings Release Conference Call 

When: Thursday, February 26, 2015 at 8:30 a.m. ET 

How:  www.faro.com/ccq4-2014  

Dial-in Numbers: 877-876-9176 (domestic) or 785-424-1667 (international) 

Conference ID: FARO 

Alternatively, one may access the call via FARO's web site www.faro.com, then click "Investor 

Relations", "Conference Calls", then click the relevant date. 

If you are unable to participate during the live web cast, the call will be archived on www.faro.com. 

Conference Call Replay is also available beginning February 26, 2015 through April 26, 2015 by calling 

800-723-0479 (domestic) or 402-220-2650 (international). No code is required. 
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FARO Reports Fourth Quarter 2014 Sales Growth of 16% and EPS Growth of 33% 

25 February 2015 

 

FARO Technologies, Inc. announced results for the fourth quarter and fiscal year ended December 31, 

2014.  Sales in the fourth quarter of 2014 increased 15.9% to $104.2 million from $89.9 million in the 

fourth quarter of 2013.  Net income increased $2.8 million, or 34.6%, to $11.1 million, or $0.64 per 

share, in the fourth quarter of 2014 from $8.3 million, or $0.48 per share, in the fourth quarter of 2013.  

Fiscal 2014 sales increased 17.2% to $341.8 million compared with the preceding year.  Net income for 

fiscal 2014 increased 56.4% to $33.6 million or $1.93 per share, as compared with $21.5 

million or $1.25per share in fiscal 2013.  Excluding a discrete tax benefit of $4.5 million recorded in the 

third quarter of 2014, net income for fiscal 2014 would have been $29.1 million or $1.67 per share, up 

35.4% from fiscal 2013. 

http://news.autodesk.com/press-release/corporate-sustainability/autodesk-reports-strong-fourth-quarter-results
http://news.autodesk.com/press-release/corporate-sustainability/autodesk-reports-strong-fourth-quarter-results
http://www.faro.com/ccq4-2014
http://www.faro.com/
http://www.faro.com/
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New order bookings for the fourth quarter of 2014 increased $10.6 million, or 10.7%, to $109.2 

million from$98.6 million in the fourth quarter of 2013 representing a 1.05 book to bill ratio for the 

quarter. 

Gross profit in the fourth quarter increased $8.0 million, or 16.1%, to $57.3 million from $49.3 

million in the prior year quarter primarily driven by strong sales volume in Arms due to the release of 

the Company's new Laser Line Probe HD.  Gross margin of 55.0% increased 10 basis points from the 

fourth quarter of 2013 primarily driven by a favorable sales mix with the strong sales volume of Arms 

combined with an increase in average selling price of Arms.  

Operating margin decreased slightly to 12.5% in the fourth quarter of 2014 from 12.6% in the fourth 

quarter of 2013 mainly due to the Company's commitment to increasing its investment in developing 

new disruptive products and executing infrastructure growth projects.  In fiscal year 2014, operating 

margin increased by 60 basis points to 10.9%. 

"Market demand remained strong in the fourth quarter, driving 16% sales growth.   We demonstrated 

market leadership, with the new FARO Laser Line Probe HD and the FARO Laser Scanner performing 

particularly well.  In total, 2014 was a good year for the Company.  We achieved mid-teens top line 

growth, increased our operating margin, executed on several planned infrastructure projects, and 

completed the acquisition of The CAD Zone," stated Jay Freeland, FARO's President and CEO.  "We 

entered 2015 by launching a brand new product for the Company, the FARO Freestyle, an innovative, 

hand-held 3D Laser Scanner.  We also announced the acquisition of ARAS 360, a leader in accident and 

crime scene reconstruction software.  In the year ahead, we will continue driving towards our longer 

term model of mid-teens organic growth, accelerating product innovation, and capitalizing on market 

opportunities to expand our offerings." 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://phoenix.corporate-

ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=99722&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2020137  
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HP Reports Fiscal 2015 First Quarter Results 

24 February 2015 

 

 First quarter net revenue of $26.8 billion, down 5% from the prior-year period and  

down 2% on a constant currency basis 

 First quarter non-GAAP diluted net earnings per share of $0.92, up 2% from the prioryear  

period and within the previously provided outlook of $0.89 to $0.93 per share 

 First quarter GAAP diluted net earnings per share of $0.73, down 1% from the prioryear  

period and within the previously provided outlook of $0.72 to $0.76 per share 

 First quarter cash flow from operations of $744 million, down 75% from the prior-year  

period 

 Returned $1.9 billion to shareholders in the form of share repurchases and dividends in  

the first quarter 

The complete news release is available at: http://h30261.www3.hp.com/news-and-events/news-

library/2015/24-02-2015.aspx 

http://phoenix.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=99722&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2020137
http://phoenix.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c=99722&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=2020137
http://h30261.www3.hp.com/news-and-events/news-library/2015/24-02-2015.aspx
http://h30261.www3.hp.com/news-and-events/news-library/2015/24-02-2015.aspx
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Infor to Hold Investor Conference Call to Discuss Q3 Fiscal Year 2015 Results on Friday, February 

27, 2015  

24 February 2015 

 

Infor today announced that it will host an investor conference call to discuss Q3 fiscal year 2015 results 

for current holders of Infor securities and other interested parties on Friday, February 27, at 11 a.m. 

Eastern time. Materials and dial-in details will be available at www.infor.com/company/investor-

information/ after 9 a.m. Eastern time Friday, February 27.  
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Mentor Graphics Reports Fiscal Fourth Quarter Results, Announces Quarterly Dividend Increase 

26 February 2015 

 

Mentor Graphics Corporation announced financial results for the company’s fiscal fourth quarter ended 

January 31, 2015. The company reported revenues of $439.1 million, non-GAAP earnings per share of 

$1.09, and GAAP earnings per share of $0.96. For the full fiscal year, revenues were $1.244 billion, 

non-GAAP earnings per share were $1.77, and GAAP earnings per share were $1.26. 

“Mentor Graphics set all-time records for the fourth quarter and full-year fiscal 2015,” said Walden C. 

Rhines, chairman and CEO of Mentor Graphics. “Fourth quarter results were driven primarily by Asian 

foundries and their customers adopting Design-to-Silicon solutions for 14nm and 10nm nodes and by the 

automotive sector’s continued demand for embedded software and electrical design products. Mentor’s 

board of directors is raising the quarterly dividend by 10% to $0.055 per share.” 

During the quarter, the company announced new releases of its award-winning computational fluid 

dynamics product, FloEFD™, and of its Flowmaster® simulation software for modeling thermo-fluid 

systems. Both products provide advanced capabilities to support the automotive industry. The company 

also announced Mentor® Embedded virtual prototype kits for the company’s Vista™ and Sourcery™ 

CodeBench products. The kits enable embedded developers to integrate and optimize software on 

various platforms, especially for automotive in-vehicle infotainment and electronic control unit 

networks. Mentor also made available automotive Ethernet support in the Volcano™ VSA™ product for 

network design of electronic control units. This addresses timing analysis challenges where a mixture of 

network busses co-exist, for example in advanced driver assistance systems. 

“In the fourth quarter we posted numerous all-time records including bookings, revenue, and both 

GAAP and non-GAAP earnings per share,” said Gregory K. Hinckley, president of Mentor Graphics. 

“Similarly, we had record revenue and non-GAAP earnings per share for the full year. Strength in the 

Design-to-Silicon products category reinforces our leadership position in traditional EDA markets and 

our transportation offerings continue to benefit from expanding opportunities for advanced electrical 

design. Continued attention to expenses drove record non-GAAP operating margins for the quarter and 

year.” 

To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: 

http://www.infor.com/company/investor-information/
http://www.infor.com/company/investor-information/
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http://s3.mentor.com/public_documents/news_article/company/news/Q4FY2015-earnings.pdf  
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Implementation Investments 

Automotive Industry: KOSTECH Realizes CIM DATABASE Project in Korea 

25 February 2015 

 

CONTACT's partner KOSTECH used CIM DATABASE PLM to implement a test data management 

system for automotive supplier Wooshin Industrial. The Korean exhaust systems manufacturer is now 

planning to use further applications from CONTACT's portfolio for project management and costing. 

KOSTECH Korea Simulation Technologies is a full-service partner of CONTACT Software in the 

Asian region. The company offers technologically advanced solutions for the innovation process and 

reliable management of development projects on the basis of the open component architecture 

CONTACT Elements, also providing consultancy and other services to assist in the deployment of these 

systems. In Wooshin Industrial, KOSTECH has acquired a new customer from the South Korean 

automotive industry, and implemented a CIM DATABASE project for them within a short space of 

time. 

Wooshin Industrial develops exhaust systems and catalytic converters, generating sales of 143 million 

euros in 2013. The automotive supplier is an important player in the market, a position that is reflected 

by its joint venture with Eberspächer Exhaust Technologies (Germany) and its cooperation with the 

Hirotec Group (Japan). A further line of business is test series, which the company conducts on behalf of 

OEMs and system suppliers in order to determine emission, NVH and stress values. In particular in the 

realm of test data management, Wooshin has made impressive progress on the basis of CIM 

DATABASE PLM and CONTACT Workspaces, with the result that it is now possible to take better 

account of key quality and compliance requirements. 

KOSTECH designed the solution in such a way that it systematically controls the test workflows and 

provides compliant documentation. Users are guided through the process in Korean. The system 

manages not only product-related documents (CAD data and documents such as procedural instructions, 

quality requirements, test results, etc.) but also configuration information on each of the test rigs. 

Wooshin Industrial also makes use of the reporting functions provided by CIM DATABASE PLM to 

provide extensive reports on the tests at the touch of a button. This means that the new test data 

management system ensures audit-trail-capable processes and makes it easier for the company to meet 

its obligations to customers and authorities to furnish evidence of compliance. 

Wooshin Industrial's plans for 2015 include further expansion of their CIM DATA-BASE PLM solution 

– ably assisted by KOSTECH. One of the things the automotive supplier is considering using is 

CONTACT's PLM application Product Costing. It supports preliminary costing of test series, thus 

providing a sound basis for decisions on whether to take on industrial contracts. They also plan to make 

greater use of the integrated project management capabilities of CIM DATABASE PLM and to roll out 

CAD data management with CONTACT Workspaces. 

"Our partners combine CONTACT Elements with their individual expertise to develop powerful 

software solutions for a variety of markets and industries," says Michael Murgai, Director of Strategy & 

http://s3.mentor.com/public_documents/news_article/company/news/Q4FY2015-earnings.pdf
http://www.contact-software.com/en/news/contact-and-kostech-intensify-their-partnership-in-asia.html
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Operations at CONTACT Software. “The Wooshin Industrial project underscores the strengths of our 

open technology platform and gives an impressive demonstration of why KOSTECH is an ideal partner 

for us." 
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Cummins Standardizes On ANSYS Engineering Simulation Software  

26 February 2015 

 

ANSYS announced today that the world's largest independent manufacturer of diesel engines and global 

power leader, Cummins Inc., has signed a new agreement providing it with broad access to the 

ANSYS
®
 portfolio. This enterprise license agreement will enable Cummins to continue to solve some of 

the industry's most challenging multiphysics problems – providing its customers with some of the most 

innovative products on the market. 

The multi-year agreement provides Cummins with enterprise-wide licenses to the ANSYS structures, 

fluids and high-frequency electromagnetics suites as well as access to high-performance computing 

solutions. Cummins will also receive enhanced support and services as well as unlimited classroom and 

online training. 

The new agreement complements the Cummins Analysis Led Design initiative, which emphasizes 

simulation early in the product design process, when it is more cost-efficient to make changes. 

"For nearly a century, Cummins has delivered innovative engine systems - including air handling, 

filtration, controls, and after treatment along with electrical power generation systems," said Wayne 

Eckerle, vice president of Corporate Research and Technology at Cummins. "This new agreement with 

ANSYS allows us to further our vision for Analysis Led Design processes and to continue to provide 

our customers with dependable products. And it also gives Cummins flexibility for the future, helping us 

to grow in areas we couldn't consider in the past." 

An ANSYS customer for more than 25 years, Cummins has traditionally relied on engineering 

simulation for detailed structural and computational fluid dynamics analysis of engine components and 

for combustion. But this comprehensive license now enables the company to validate complete virtual 

prototypes of its products and electronic engine controllers. This additional insight into its products – in 

lieu of costly physical prototypes – will enable Cummins to spur innovation, deliver products to market 

faster and better utilize its global engineering resources. 

"Cummins is one of our longest-tenured customers – and one of the most successful," said Walid Abu-

Hadba, ANSYS chief product officer. "This new agreement provides Cummins with best-in-class 

engineering simulation solutions that will enable the company to continue its market leadership by 

delivering even more innovative, longer-lasting products to its customers." 
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Ford Adopts ESTECO Technology to Develop an Enterprise Multidisciplinary Design Optimization 

System 

25 February 2015 

 

ESTECO announces that Ford Motor Company has adopted SOMO, the enterprise collaboration and 

distributed execution framework developed by ESTECO, as a key tool to enable an Enterprise 

Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (EMDO) System. The implementation was presented by Dr. Yan 

Fu, Technical Leader of Business Strategy and Engineering Optimization at Ford, at the Product 

Innovation Congress in Dusseldorf. 

"The automotive industry today – explains Yan Fu, Technical Leader of Business Strategy and 

Engineering Optimization at Ford – is challenged by numerous complex and often conflicting 

requirements. To satisfy these stringent requirements, we are increasingly relying on the use of the most 

promising technologies in simulations, analysis, and Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) for 

large-scale vehicle applications.”   

Customized to meet Ford’s engineering processes and IT requirements, SOMO has brought MDO to the 

next level by streamlining the information flow and facilitating the distributed execution of complex 

engineering design projects. 

While networking multiple departments and geographically distributed organizations, ESTECO 

enterprise technology helps companies achieve an institutionalized and transparent management of the 

engineering MDO design process, with engineers truly enabled to focus on their work without 

depending on the schedules of other department experts. Collecting domain-specific models, integrating 

them into a large-scale optimization workflow, preserving and versioning all the data in a central archive 

as well as sharing results with managers and decision makers: all of these activities can now be 

efficiently carried out within a single, secure enterprise environment. 

“With Ford – says Carlo Poloni, President of ESTECO – we had the opportunity to adapt our 

collaboration technology to a real, multidisciplinary industrial scenario and to prove that an advanced 

enterprise technology is what you really need to fully exploit a MDO approach.” A pioneer in 

optimization technologies for the last 15 years, ESTECO has recently been moving forward to amplify 

the optimization advantages on an enterprise-wide scale, in line with the emerging needs of big 

industrial players like Ford. 

“Our longstanding technical partnership with ESTECO – says Yan Fu – has enabled us to find a made-

to-measure, highly flexible solution that integrates with our IT systems and meets our internal IT 

policies. For more than a decade modeFRONTIER desktop platform has been successfully used as a 

process integration, design optimization and decision support tool inside the organization. This close 

technical partnership has brought to life a common vision to expand from the desktop paradigm to a web 

enabled solution – SOMO – capable of satisfying all design needs of a global enterprise like Ford.”  
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Inceptra LLC and Trinity Aero Partner in Product Lifecycle Management  

27 February 2015 
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Inceptra LLC and Trinity Aero, a producer of precision aerospace machined parts and assemblies, 

announced today that Trinity has partnered with Inceptra to optimize their product development and first 

article development processes.  

Based on industry best practices from Inceptra and PLM solutions from Dassault Systemes, Trinity Aero 

is re-engineering their business as a foundation for the substantial growth they are realizing in their 

markets with new business awards. 

David May, President and owner, Trinity Aero stated "This partnership is the right one for Trinity at the 

right time. Inceptra brings Trinity a breath of both knowledge and solutions and a proven partnership 

approach. In addition, the use of the aerospace industry's predominant PLM and CAD solutions from 

Dassault Systemes will allow us a more seamless integration with our customers by using their preferred 

platform as our own". He continued, "In addition, by selecting these solutions, Trinity will have access 

to a deeper talent pool, allowing us to attract the highest level of talent in the industry. 

Jim Ryan, President and CEO, Inceptra stated, "We are pleased to partner with Trinity Aero to help 

them establish a single platform for collaboration from design to estimating to planning and 

programming. These solutions and best practices will allow them to deliver on their promise of focusing 

on people, processes and principle to bring their customers the best service in the industry." 
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JSC NIIK Migrates to AVEVA Everything3D 

26 February 2015 

 

AVEVA today announced that Research and Design Institute of Urea and Organic Synthesis Products 

(JSC NIIK), a leading Russian engineering company, has migrated to AVEVA Everything3D (AVEVA 

E3D). This follows its significant investment in AVEVA’s Integrated Engineering & Design (IE&D) 

solution in 2013, which is now a standard for all new projects. AVEVA E3D gives JSC NIIK a multi-

discipline 3D plant design software that will bring increased efficiency across a project. 

‘JSC NIIK has established a new engineering business approach, which we have based on AVEVA’s 

defined and proven IE&D process’, said Oleg Kostin, Managing Director, JSC NIIK. ‘Having 

experienced the benefits of integrating different disciplines in one process across a project, we wanted to 

match the quality of our design solution to that of our engineering disciplines. We are now able to work 

on the same projects with the enhanced functionality and benefits of AVEVA E3D in a completely 

integrated and interoperable environment. We are rolling it out to new engineers and departments 

immediately. All future projects will be completed with AVEVA E3D.’   

‘AVEVA E3D gives JSC NIIK projects greater scope,’ said Evgeny Fedotov, Senior Vice-President, 

Global Head of EPC Sales, AVEVA. ‘The use of AVEVA’s integrated technology enables large teams 

of designers to work together on complex projects. The addition of AVEVA E3D to their existing IE&D 

approach is making the best even better. Everyone on a project has visibility of engineering and design 

changes as they are made in real time. It is a flexible environment allowing projects to progress while 

keeping disruption and risk to a minimum.  

‘JSC NIIK are a great advocate for AVEVA. They were the first Russian company to implement 

AVEVA Bocad and AVEVA Electrical. They have helped us to improve what we do by feeding back on 

their own success and experience of AVEVA products. We are glad to see how they have made 
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AVEVA’s software so strategic to their engineering and design business.’ 
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Regina Miracle International Selects Centric Software Product Lifecycle Management 

25 February 2015 

 

Regina Miracle International Ltd. has selected Centric Software to provide its product lifecycle 

management (PLM) software. 

Regina Miracle designs, manufactures and supplies lingerie for women. “Regina Miracle has a long and 

proud history of providing highly innovative products and materials to its customers,” explains Liu 

Zhenqiang, member of the company’s board of directors and general manager of research and 

development. “We saw a similar track record of innovation in Centric, and believed Centric 8 would 

provide a solid foundation for a partnership going forward.” 

Regina Miracle will use the Centric 8 PLM software for apparel to better facilitate and optimize 

collaboration and communication between its customers and its internal sample development team, 

according to Alvin Hui, IT director at Regina Miracle. All members of the sample development team – 

including design, technical design, quality, costing and materials personnel – as well as the Hong Kong 

sales team will use the software. “The Centric 8 PLM software is visually attractive, and has the most 

user-friendly platform we have seen,” says Hui. He also cites the industry knowledge, expertise, passion 

and commitment of the Centric team in the company’s selection. 

Irene Huang, senior information manager at Regina Miracle, expects that Centric 8 will guide Regina 

Miracle to better efficiency and productivity, and enable a more transparent and controllable sample 

management process. Centric PLM will be especially helpful for an OEM/ODM (original 

equipment/original design manufacturing) business such as Regina Miracle, she says, explaining how 

the company is responsible for designing and manufacturing goods to other companies’ specifications as 

well as its own. “The strength and flexibility of Centric 8 can handle the shorter product development 

cycle we face, along with the more comprehensive, detailed sample development requests we require.” 

“Regina Miracle and Centric share a passion for and track record of innovation,” explains Chris Groves, 

president and CEO of Centric. “Centric’s configurable software and Agile Deployment(SM) 

methodology will support Regina Miracle’s commitment to ‘creating miracles in the intimate apparel 

business.’” 
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Sussex Wire Relies on Synergis Adept Document Management to Bolster its Product Design and 

Manufacturing Processes 

25 February 2015 

 

Synergis Software (www.SynergisSoftware.com), the creators of Synergis Adept engineering document 

management, announced today that Sussex Wire (www.SussexWire.com), a leader in the design and 

http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL2NlbnRyaWNzb2Z0d2FyZS5jb20vU29sdXRpb25zL092ZXJ2aWV3LmFzcHg=
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL2NlbnRyaWNzb2Z0d2FyZS5jb20vU29sdXRpb25zL092ZXJ2aWV3LmFzcHg=
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL2NlbnRyaWNzb2Z0d2FyZS5jb20vSW5kdXN0cmllcy9PdmVydmlldy5hc3B4
http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5jZW50cmljc29mdHdhcmUuY29tL1NvbHV0aW9ucy9PdmVydmlldy9BZ2lsZS1EZXBsb3ltZW50LVBMTS1mb3ItYXBwYXJlbC1mb290d2Vhci5hc3B4
http://www.synergissoftware.com/
http://www.sussexwire.com/
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production of custom cold-formed component parts in mini- and micro-geometries, has implemented the 

Adept solution to enhance all its product design and manufacturing processes. 

Sussex Wire currently uses Adept at its global headquarters in Easton, Pennsylvania.  At a point in time 

when the company chooses to acquire complementary manufacturing technology companies and 

associated locations, it plans to grow the solution to accommodate a distributed, multi-CAD 

environment. Explains Tim Kardish, President, "Adept is just the right size for us now. . . and will easily 

scale up for future growth. As we bring on other companies, we can import their drawings, their files, 

and their models, and link them into a single, unified document management solution—whether they are 

using SolidWorks or another CAD package." 

As a first step, Adept helped the company make dramatic strides in searching for parts and related files. 

Says Madan Mathevan, Director of Engineering, "All of our drawings and documents were all over the 

place. It was a nightmare to find anything quickly. We took almost thirty minutes to search for one 

document by going through different computers. Now, with Adept, all the information that is shared 

between engineering, manufacturing, and quality control gets documented through Adept and is easily 

searchable." 

Adept Brings Heft to a Growing Company 

Because of Adept's document control, search, and audit capabilities, Sussex Wire is far closer to 

reaching its goals of faster time-to-market and traceability for its customers. Remarks Mathevan, "If a 

customer comes to us and asks, 'Can you give us the history behind everything that happened on this 

particular product?', we can quickly show them all of the audit trails that happened on that particular 

product as well as all of the documents engineering-wise, manufacturing-wise, quality, and tooling." 

Adds Kardish, "When we get all of our document history updated and controlled through Adept, we 

will, with complete confidence, be able to show our customers the next level in traceability for design, 

documentation, and quality records. This extends and simplifies Sussex Wire's ability to meet the most 

stringent world-class requirements." 
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Altair OptiStruct® Revolutionizes Lattice Structures for 3D Printing 

26 February 2015 

 

Altair today announced new OptiStruct
®
 solver capabilities that expand topology optimization support 

for the use of additive manufacturing, or 3D printing. OptiStruct is an award-winning technology for 

topology, topography, size, and shape optimization that is included in computer-aided engineering 

(CAE) suite Altair HyperWorks
®
. 

A unique capability of 3D printing lies in its ability to manufacture hollow shapes with complex external 

geometry using tiny cells known as lattice structures. OptiStruct now extends topology optimization to 

assist in the efficient blending of solid-lattice structures with smooth transitional material volume. 

Lattice performance can be studied under tension, compression, shear, flexion, torsion, and fatigue life. 

This new technology satisfies an unmet need, since no tools previously existed for designers of lattice 

http://www.altair.com/
http://www.altairhyperworks.com/Product,19,OptiStruct.aspx
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structures. Now OptiStruct will provide CAE analyses for optimal and structurally efficient material 

distribution. 

Topology optimization has long been employed by a variety of industries to create innovative, 

lightweight, and structurally efficient designs. This technology is particularly well-suited for use with 

3D printing, since topology optimization tends to create free-form, organic structures that are often 

difficult or impossible to construct using traditional manufacturing methods. Therefore, some efficiency 

in optimized design concepts may be lost to comply with the constraints of a specific production 

process. 3D printing offers unprecedented form freedom, and its symbiosis with topology optimization 

enables greater creative expression while maintaining structural integrity and performance attributes. 

"3D printing brings new structural freedom to product design, allowing more complexity in shapes and 

topology and the efficient production of customized products while accelerating the manufacturing 

process, since no tooling is needed," said Uwe Schramm, Chief Technical Officer at Altair. "Topology 

optimization maximizes this design freedom, enabling complex free-form structure development, 

seamless individual designs, a shorter design process, and optimal 3D-printed structures." 

Altair is working with partners like Materialise to enable more efficient data transfer for 3D printing. 

Lattice structures may contain hundreds of thousands of lattice cells, so conventional STL file transfer 

can be a significant bottleneck for the overall process. Software packages like 3-MaticSTL from 

Materialise focus on improvements of a given lattice component to accommodate the various 

requirements of the 3D printing process, creating support structures where necessary. 

In contrast to competitive technologies that simply apply lattice structures to existing geometry, 

OptiStruct actually enables the designer to identify the best material placement and lattice structures. 

Optimization identifies where material is needed in a design and where it is not required, prior to placing 

and optimizing lattice. 

OptiStruct optimizes lattices in two phases. First, it applies standard topology optimization, allowing 

more porous materials with intermediate densities to exist. Then, the porous zones are transformed into 

explicit lattice structures with varying material volume. In the second phase, the dimensions of the 

lattice cells are optimized. The result is a structure with solid parts plus lattice zones with varying 

volumes of material. 

There is a relationship to be explored between material density and part performance, for example with 

respect to the stiffness to volume ratio, that can impact design choices made early in the product 

development process. Porosity may be especially important as a functional requirement for biomedical 

implants. Lattice zones could be critical to the successful development of products where more than 

mere stiffness is required. 

Some applications may need to consider buckling behavior, thermal performance, dynamic 

characteristics, and other aspects, all of which can be optimized. With OptiStruct, users may manipulate 

material density based upon the result of an optimization process, comparing stronger versus weaker, or 

solid versus void versus lattice, designs. The designer first defines the objective, then performs 

optimization analysis to inform the design. 

"OptiStruct's lattice capability represents the first step towards integrating smart materials with unique 

properties in products," said Ming Zhou, Vice President of Software Development at Altair. "Continuing 

research and development will explore directional behavior and smooth blending of varying lattice cell 

layouts to take advantage of exotic material characteristics that could bring innovation to various 

applications." 

 

http://www.altairalliance.com/PartnersSolution.aspx?partner_id=61&sol_id=86
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Altium Announces TASKING C Compiler for the Next Generation BOSCH GTM-IP MCS 

25 February 2015 

 

Altium Limited announces the availability of a new C compiler for the Generic Timer Module (GTM-IP 

MCS) from the Robert Bosch GmbH. 

The GTM IP module forms a generic timer platform for complex applications in the automotive industry 

like power train, power steering, chassis and transmission control. To serve these different application 

domains, the GTM provides a wide range of timer functions like counters, multi-action capture/compare, 

PWM functions, duty-cycle measurement and many more. The GTM also features internal RISC-like 

programmable cores for data processing and complex output sequence generation. The IP is designed to 

run with minimal CPU interaction and to unload the CPU from handling interrupt service requests as 

much as possible. 

Generic interfaces and the hierarchical system architecture make the GTM an ideal solution as IP core 

for various microcontroller architectures. The GTM has been licensed to semiconductor manufacturers 

for incorporation of the core on automotive microcontrollers like the AURIX (Infineon Technologies), 

RH850 (Renesas) and Power Architecture (Freescale and STMicroelectronics). 

While first generation GTM silicon is currently available through semiconductor vendors, Bosch 

developed already the third generation, that will deliver significant functional enhancements. These 

improvements not only enabled the development of the TASKING C compiler, but will also allow for 

the GTM's features set to be exploited more efficiently and considerably easier by programming it at C 

language level. Bosch has supported Altium on the development of a dedicated C compiler, based on the 

robust and highly efficient TASKING Viper compiler technology “VX”. 

TASKING’s Viper technology ensures compatibility to other popular TASKING compilers and eases 

migration of applications developed for other architectures. TASKING compilers have built up a proven 

reputation with highly efficient and robust code for automotive applications like power train, body 

control, chassis control and safety critical applications. Similar to TASKING’s other compiler solutions, 

the new compiler for the GTM will be integrated into Eclipse-based IDEs, but it will also be accessible 

from the command line. A simulator debugger for the GTM will complement the compiler, allowing 

developers to test GTM code without hardware being available. 

The first stable release of the C compiler for the GTM/MCS will be available in March. In the course of 

the year the new C compiler will be included in and fully integrated into new releases of TASKING’s 

automotive tool suites for Infineon’s TriCore/AURIX, Freescale’s Power Architecture Qorriva, 

STMicroelectronics’ Power Architecture SPC5xx and Renesas’ RH850. These TASKING tool suites 

take again another step forward ahead of alternative solutions, excelling on code optimizations, 

robustness, feature-richness and unparalleled completeness through dedicated compilers and debuggers 

supporting the main microcontroller and integrated additional cores. 

“As first vendor Altium recognized the opportunity to provide development tools through the TASKING 

compiler technology for the third generation GTM from Bosch.” says Harm-André Verhoef, responsible 

for TASKING Product Management. “Contrary to many general compiler technologies, Altium's Viper 

compiler technology is perfectly suited for the development of compilers for specialized cores like the 

GTM, as this modern technology was developed from the ground up for embedded systems with 

memory constraints and performance challenges. Our Viper compilers have proven to be efficient for 

http://eu.vocuspr.com/Tracking.aspx?Data=HHL%3d%40.%3b%2f8%26JDG%3c%3a27355A%26SDG%3c%3a0%3c2&RE=MC&RI=4425050&Preview=False&DistributionActionID=29672&Action=Follow+Link
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everything from 8-bit controllers to multi-core 32-bit controllers and co-processor alike cores, including 

the new GTM.” 
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Altium Announces Updates to Flagship High-Speed PCB Design Tool 

25 February 2015 

 

Altium Limited has announced the next update to its flagship PCB design tool, Altium Designer. Altium 

Designer 15.1 will introduce several new features for improved design productivity, documentation 

outputs, and high-speed design efficiency. 

“We’re pushing productivity and high-speed design features further than we ever have before,” said 

Jason Hingston, CTO at Altium. “With Altium Designer 15.1, we remain committed as ever to 

expanding our core expertise in making the most productive and efficient design software for the 

complexity demanded from today’s electronic designs and the needs of engineers.” 

Expanding An Existing Foundation 

The new features in Altium Designer 15.1 are adding to an existing foundation set in place with the 

initial release of Altium Designer 15, which focused on improvements to the high-speed design process. 

In addition, Altium Designer 15.1 also enhances the core philosophy of the software, with a continued 

focus on improved design productivity and efficiency. Expanding upon these two existing foundations, 

Altium Designer 15.1 is adding: 

Improved Support for xSignals 

The release of Altium Designer 15.0 provided a set of features to address the growing complexity of 

high-speed design. To enhance the productivity of the high-speed design process even further, a wizard 

for xSignals that helps save time on configuring length-matching rules has been added.   

Expanded Rigid-Flex Support 

The addition of bikini coverlay support for rigid-flex designs allows users to easily add support layers to 

flexible designs that can be viewed in 3D and configured with user-specific materials.  

New Output Documentation Options 

The introduction of 3D PDF output documentation in Altium Designer 15.1 makes it easy for anyone on 

the team, designer or not, to view a PCB design in 3D from any compatible PDF viewer.  

New Design Re-Use Features 

Additional design re-use tools are being added for increased productivity when managing pads and vias 

as reusable libraries in PCB designs. Padstacks will allow a user to define templates for different sized 

pads and vias in specific groups being used on a board, saving designers time by no longer having to 

define pad and via sizes individually.  

This is but a small preview of all the powerful productivity, documentation, and high-speed design 

features being added in Altium Designer 15.1. A full listing of all the new features in 15.1 will be 

released in the coming weeks.  
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BIM Project Sharing Becomes Easier with BIMx Update 

25 February 2015 

 

GRAPHISOFT
®
 has introduced a simplified and more flexible licensing scheme for its award-winning 

BIM presentation app, BIMx. 

In response to customer feedback, the following fewer, more flexible licensing options are available in 

the Apple Appstore effective immediately: 

BIMx – Recommended for clients, BIMx provides FREE of charge access to the 3D part of any building 

models in BIMx format. This license can be upgraded to a PRO license to gain access to the full scope 

of BIM projects published in BIMx format; 

BIMx PRO – Recommended for architects, BIMx PRO provides access to the full scope of BIM 

projects, including both 2D and 3D content (Hyper-model). Gain access to any number of full BIMx 

projects on one particular device for US$49.99; 

BIMx Model Sharing (in-app purchase option) – Recommended for architects, BIMx Model Sharing 

offers an option to grant access to individual BIMx Hyper-models (including 2D and 3D content) for an 

unlimited number of clients on any of their devices without a time limit for US$49.99. 

“By simplifying the license options available and following naming standards in the Appstore, our users 

will better understand whether to choose the FREE version or the paid PRO version,” said Akos 

Pfemeter, Vice President, Marketing at GRAPHISOFT. “The best news is that even with paid licenses, 

the purchase decision boils down to the following, very simple decision: All models on 1 device OR 1 

model on all devices — for the same $50,” he added. 
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BricsCAD V15 for Linux now available 

25 February 2015 

 

BricsCAD V15 is now available on all three platforms and offers cross-platform licensing, a familiar 

user interface, 3D direct and parametric modeling – all on native .dwg files. BricsCAD V15 for Linux 

unifies the intelligence of 3D direct modeling with advanced 2D design. BricsCAD is, more than ever, a 

REAL choice. 

Cross Platform License 

As of BricsCAD V15, license keys are cross-platform. This means users can choose to run BricsCAD on 

a Linux, Windows, or Mac computer. Cross platform keys also allow users to try BricsCAD on different 

platforms. BricsCAD offers an almost identical feature set on all three platforms. 

Familiar User Interface 

The BricsCAD interface immediately looks familiar to new users. It offers many of the powerful 

features they already know inside of a clean and consistent user experience. 

Thanks to the unique context-sensitive Quad cursor, designers are able to create technical drawings, 3D 

models, and layouts faster and more accurately. To navigate through drawings easily, V15 adds the 
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distinguished ribbon interface and a “Look From”-widget. 

3D Direct Modeling in Native .dwg Format  

Unlike most other CAD platforms, BricsCAD handles 3D direct modeling and parametric assemblies, 

and stores data natively in .dwg format. Users access components of 3D models that are organized 

hierarchically. 

V15 creates renderings more realistically, thanks to 600 new Redway materials included in BricsCAD. 

Available Now, Free Download 

The Linux version of BricsCAD V15 is available today. The free download provides a 30-day trial. 

Pricing starts at €410/$520 with the Classic edition. Other editions of BricsCAD offer additional 

solutions, like sheet metal design and BIM. 
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CCE Enhances EnSuite 

25 February 2015 

 

CCE announced a new release of EnSuite - software that views and translates 3D CAD data. 

"We are very pleased with the adoption of EnSuite across the enterprise to view and work with CAD 

data," said Vinay Wagle, CCE's Vice President of Sales and Marketing. "The new version includes 

support for Rhino, which is commonly used for industrial design, ACIS, widely used in complex 

geometry applications, and SketchUp, used for AEC applications," added Wagle. 

EnSuite's enhancements include: 

• Viewer application has been enhanced by allowing users to open, view, and translate models 

created using SOLIDWORKS 2015 and Parasolid V27.0. 

 Users can also export any CAD model to the Parasolid V27.0 file. 

• The viewer can now view and translate part and assembly documents created in ACIS, Rhino 

(.3dm), and SketchUp (.skp, .skb) formats. 

• User experience has been improved by making the user-interface compatible to any monitor 

resolution. 

Customers with an active subscription can get free access to these new EnSuite updates. 
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CENIT Creates Brand New Digital Factory Software Platform 

24 February 2015 

 

CENIT’s new FASTSUITE Edition 2 software platform combines machine based simulation, offline 

programming for robotics, virtual work cell layout, and component handling in one platform. In doing 

so, the software consultant specialist provides a powerful alternative to existing software solutions for 

the Digital Factory. 
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FASTSUITE Edition 2 is designed to fill a market gap that exists between large PLM-based software 

providers and smaller proprietary simulation systems offered by robot manufacturers. CENIT has 

designed a stand-alone simulation platform focused on combining manufacturing concept validation, 

offline programming, and the virtual commissioning of production systems. 

FASTSUITE Edition 2 is based on the concept of being non-proprietary with regards to vendor, process 

and technology: thus, it allows for the integration and use of any robotic, machine, human or logistics 

component in a single simulation environment. 

Strong points of the software are: ease-of-use, efficient programming functions for any robotic 

application, as well as versatility and openness. Using standards for data exchange along with the 

automated optimization of such data, FASTSUITE Edition 2 can easily operate alongside with any 

existing CAD/CAM or PLM landscape. 

The modular architecture of FASTSUITE Edition 2 allows companies to interactively customize the 

software according to their needs in a couple of ways. An Automation System Integrator can make on-

the-fly GUI or technological adjustments – to the point of complete individualization if necessary; the 

functionality can be catered to their needs. However, FASTSUITE Edition 2 also delivers off the shelf 

packages for common manufacturing technologies and processes. This gives users the ability to get 

started right away. 

FASTSUITE Edition 2 imports data in three ways: CAD data via standard interfaces like IGES or STEP 

and direct interfaces like NX, CATIA, SolidWorks etc. One of the more unique options is the ability to 

import and export work cell layouts and kinematic definition via the AML (Automation MarkUp 

Language) standard. 

“For programming and simulation of robotic cells, machines, and production lines, companies in various 

industries have expressed a need for simplified and customizable software tools. The FASTSUITE 

Edition 2 software architecture is based upon a common simulation platform and it allows cross-process 

integration of any manufacturing technology. With that, we provide a highly scalable, flexible and 

powerful solution”, explains Peter Koch, Director of Digital Factory Solutions at CENIT. 

The main focus of the software is initially aimed at programming, simulating and the virtual 

commissioning of machine and robotic-based automation cells and lines. “To be able to do such tasks 

independently, the easy creation of new resources and cell layouts is also part of the FASTSUITE 

Edition 2 solution offering for customers. Software modules for material flow and human behavior 

simulations as well as additional aspects of process planning – will be added in the medium term; thus 

continuously broadening the solution spectrum”, states Helmut Ziewers, Vice President Digital Factory 

Solutions at CENIT.  
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CES EduPack 2015 Materials Education Software Supports Teaching for Real-World Engineering 

20 February 2015 

 

Granta Design announced the release of CES EduPack 2015, the latest version of the materials education 

resource, used at over a thousand universities and colleges worldwide. The 2015 release focuses on 

enhancements that engage engineering, science, and design students by placing their learning about 

http://www.grantadesign.com/education/edupack/edupack2015.htm
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materials and processes in a real-world context. An updated lifecycle analysis tool enables students to 

consider both cost and environmental trade-offs in design. New additive manufacturing resources 

provide insight into this much talked-about area of manufacture. More in-depth materials data supports 

advanced projects. And updates to the Sustainable Development Edition help students to explore the full 

range of issues surrounding sustainability in design and engineering. These features build on CES 

EduPack’s existing comprehensive database of materials and process information, powerful materials 

property plotting tools, and range of supporting lectures, projects, videos, and exercises. These resources 

were developed by Professor Mike Ashby of Cambridge University, the team at Granta Design, and 

collaborators around the world. 

The Enhanced Eco Audit tool builds on Granta’s existing tool for quickly calculating the predicted CO2 

footprint and embodied energy of a product, adding the ability to report on economic cost. By allowing 

side-by-side comparison of the environmental and economic impact of design decisions, students can 

achieve a more in-depth understanding of all the factors that contribute to making design decisions. 

CES EduPack 2015 includes new additive manufacturing process records, allowing this ‘hot-topic’ 

manufacturing technique to be easily integrated into teaching of materials and processes. As well as 

providing an overview of a number of different additive manufacturing processes, cost data allows 

students to explore the economic advantages or disadvantages of using this technique at varying levels 

of production. 

Support for advanced projects, such as final year or ‘Capstone’ design projects, has been expanded, with 

a number of enhancements which provide more detailed, realistic information and tools to engage 

advanced students. This includes an updated list of materials producers connected to real-world material 

specifications, more sophisticated filtering when selecting materials for a specific engineering 

application, improved exporters to FEA packages for simulation projects, and the latest alloy and 

plastics data from authoritative sources: MMPDS, CAMPUS, and Prospector Plastics.  

The Sustainable Development Edition features improved information covering the environmental, 

social, and geophysical factors that can lead to supply risk for so-called ‘critical materials’, such as the 

rare earth elements. Students can instantly find which engineering materials contain these materials, 

exploring the practical consequences of supply disruptions. Updated magnetic materials data provides 

further insight, since the availability of critical elements often causes sustainability problems for these 

commercially-important materials. 

Additional improvements include new interactive help resources, improved elements data including 

crystal structure diagrams, and more resources available in Spanish, German, and French. Taken 

together, these updates help make CES EduPack 2015 a powerful teaching resource, with the tools, data, 

and additional resources to help students understand real-world materials engineering. 

“Our aim with CES EduPack 2015 was to provide educators with a tool that could support their 

materials-based teaching in a way that reflected engineering realities”, commented Marc Fry, Director of 

Granta’s Education Division. “This release helps to integrate the many concerns that impact modern 

materials science, from sustainability issues to environmental and economic decisions, all conveniently 

linked together to allow students to explore the world of materials in an engaging, interactive way.” 

 

Click here to return to Contents 

http://www.grantadesign.com/education/edupack/index.htm
http://www.grantadesign.com/education/edupack/index.htm
http://www.grantadesign.com/education/eco/index.htm
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CD-adapco Offers Customers New Advances in Multidisciplinary Design Exploration with Release of 

STAR-CCM+® v10.02 

25 February 2015 

 

CD-adapco™ today announced the release of STAR-CCM+ v10.02, the latest version of its flagship 

simulation tool. Focusing on Multidisciplinary Design eXploration (MDX) to help accelerate the design 

decision process, this release allows engineers to drive their simulations through a complete range of 

operating scenarios. This approach can be used to gain a complete understanding of the performance of 

a product across the whole design space.  

"Our vision for MDX will make our customers more competitive in their marketplace," said CD-adapco 

Senior VP of Product Management Jean-Claude Ercolanelli. "This is achieved by providing robust, 

automated, and smart technologies that enable engineers to maximize the utility of their simulations 

through designs exploration. In addition, our ongoing commitment to enrichments in the customer 

experience and productivity improvements allows our users to maximize the benefits of MDX." 

Technology, Experience and Productivity are the pillars of the v10.02 release: 

Technology: One of the major technological advancements in STAR-CCM+ v10.02 is the remote 

execution of the CAD Client, opening the door to design space exploration across networks and 

platforms. STAR-CCM+ can now seamlessly drive design changes in the CAD package while running 

on a remote cluster. This innovation is unique on the CAE marketplace. 

STAR-CCM+ v10.02 also offers technology breakthroughs in the field of multiphase modeling by 

releasing a new interaction model between VOF, Fluid Film and Lagrangian models. This approach 

dramatically reduces computational costs and mesh count, opening up applications that were not 

previously practical to solve for, like rainwater management, crankcase and gearbox sloshing, parts 

dipping and coating. 

A new Large Scale Interface multiphase model combining the benefits of VOF and Eulerian Multiphase 

modeling is added, capturing many different co-existing flow regimes. With these advancements, CD-

adapco continues to tackle critical engineering simulation work to significantly impact the oil and gas, 

chemical processing and manufacturing industries. STAR-CCM+ v10.02 also enhances Eulerian 

Multiphase, VOF, and DEM. Read More… 

Experience: A new STAR-View+ tool highlights the customer experience enhancements to STAR-

CCM+ v10.02. Among its new features, STAR-View+ now supports animations of scenes, transient 

results and recording of interactions. STAR-View+ allows users to collaborate and share the results of 

their simulations; it is a free utility tool to navigate or deep dive into the simulation results -- no license 

is required. 

STAR-CCM+ v10.02 also improves the customer experience through GPU utilization, significantly 

cutting down on display latency and offering an enhanced graphical interaction. In addition, this version 

of STAR-CCM+ is breaking new ground in the user experience arena with advances in adjoint-based 

error estimation, mesh deviation analysis and depth selection mode. Read More… 

Productivity: This version of STAR-CCM+ offers heightened throughput, allowing users to complete 

their work faster and afford the opportunity to explore more design variations in the same time. Wake 

Refinement, one of the more in-demand features from IdeaStorm, adds a draft angle to more accurately 

capture the wake behind the parts.  

Other productivity features in STAR-CCM+ v10.02 include significantly reduced turnaround time for all 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G033570-001&id=5506159&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cd-adapco.com%2fblog%2fdavid-mann%2fstar-ccm-v1002-preview-smart-hybrid-multiphase-modeling-vof-fluid-film-and
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G033570-001&id=5506162&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cd-adapco.com%2fblog%2fdavid-mann%2fstar-ccm-v1002-preview-get-best-both-worlds-large-scale-interface-model
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G033570-001&id=5506165&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cd-adapco.com%2fblog%2fmatthew-godo%2fstar-ccm-v1002-preview-faster-graphics-rendering-gpu-utilization
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G033570-001&id=5506168&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cd-adapco.com%2fblog%2fjoel-davison%2fstar-ccm-v10-preview-build-better-more-efficient-meshes-adjoint
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data mappers for which scalability and memory usage also improved, the ability to report on parts 

without affecting performance while solving, Parts-based thin mesher, and a blower interface 

model. Read More… 

STAR-CCM+ v10.02 includes 40 new features drawn from suggestions submitted through IdeaStorm, 

the innovation forum for CD-adapco customers. The company is committed to three major releases each 

year to ensure it is delivering on its vision for the software, and at the same time, supporting the ongoing 

needs of its customers. 
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ExOne Announces Six New Printable Materials for Use in Company's 3D Printing Systems 

19 February 2015 

 

The ExOne Company announced that six additional materials are now printable in the company's 

printing systems: Cobalt-Chrome, IN Alloy 718, Iron-Chrome-Aluminum, 17-4 Stainless Steel, 316 

Stainless Steel and Tungsten Carbide. Using ExOne's printing systems - including the M-Flex™ and 

recently introduced Innovent™ - customers interested in 3D printing materials for their own product 

development are afforded the opportunity to utilize the wide variety of new materials, each offering 

unique properties and uses. 

"ExOne developed the latest printable materials for our binder jetting process as a result of our 

expanding customer development programs," said Rick Lucas, ExOne's Chief Technology Officer. 

"Utilization of these materials in ExOne's machines will allow our customers to advance our binder 

jetting applications with their technologies. The diversity of this group of printable materials 

demonstrates the breadth of industries that ExOne touches, including the aerospace, automotive, energy, 

foundry and medical markets - broadening our addressable market." 

The expansion of materials capable of printing in ExOne's systems now includes: 

 Cobalt-Chrome (Co-Cr): Traditionally used in various fields where high wear-resistance is 

needed, including aerospace, cutlery, bearings and blades, Cobalt-Chrome alloy has recently 

received more attention for medical applications due to excellent resistant properties, high 

melting points and incredible strength at high temperatures. 

 IN Alloy 718: Commonly used for components in the aerospace, chemical and energy markets, 

with applications including gas turbine blades, filtration and separation, heat exchanger and 

molding processes, the alloy is desirable due to its oxidation and corrosion-resistant qualities, 

able to retain its strength even when subjected to extreme environments. 

 Iron-Chrome-Aluminum (FeCrAl): Offering superior properties as compared to the other 

alloys, Iron-Chrome-Aluminum alloys are widely used in electrical furnace, electrical oven, 

home appliance, electrical heater and infrared settings. 

 17-4 Stainless Steel and 316 Stainless Steel: 17-4 and 316 Stainless Steel both have broad 

applications in the automotive, medical and general industry markets, used to produce a range of 

products, including surgical tools, metallic filters, pumps, impellers and structural automotive 

parts. Both grades are known for their excellent mechanical and corrosion resistance properties 

and cost-effectiveness. 

 Tungsten Carbide (WC): One of the hardest carbides with a melting point of 2770°C, Tungsten 

http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G033570-001&id=5506171&type=0&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.cd-adapco.com%2fblog%2fjames-clement%2fstar-ccm-v1002-preview-capturing-wakes
http://ctt.marketwire.com/?release=11G033570-001&id=5506174&type=0&url=https%3a%2f%2fcd-adapco.secure.force.com%2findex%2fSite_Login%3fTARGET%3dhttps%253A%252F%252Fcd-adapco.brightidea.com%252FStarCCMpIdeaStorm
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Carbide is mainly used in the production of high wear-resistant abrasives, carbide cutting tools 

(knives, drills and circular saws), and milling and turning tools used by the metalworking, 

woodworking, mining, petroleum and construction industries. 

ExOne generally qualifies materials for production printing through customer partnerships at one of its 

research and development centers or in its eight worldwide production service centers (PSC). The 

company has previously qualified the following direct printed materials:  

420 Stainless Steel infiltrated with Bronze; 316 Stainless Steel infiltrated with Bronze; Iron infiltrated 

with Bronze; IN Alloy 625; Bronze; Bonded Tungsten and Glass. The Company has also qualified Silica 

Sand and Ceramic Sand for indirect printing. 

These qualified materials are distinguishable from printable materials in that they are commercially 

available for sale in industrial densities or for finished products printed at an ExOne PSC. ExOne 

manufactures and sells direct and indirect printing systems as well as printable and qualified materials, 

binder, cleaner and other consumables for use in its machines.  
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Granta Design Announces new Solution for Additive Manufacturing Data 

17 February 2015 

 

Granta Design announced the release of GRANTA MI:Additive Manufacturing™, a new software 

solution to overcome the substantial data challenges of developing additively-manufactured parts. 

Applying experience from Granta’s involvement in a number of leading Additive Manufacturing 

projects, MI:Additive Manufacturing incorporates  industry best practices in managing vital material and 

process information in this area. It helps engineering enterprises: protect their investment and 

intellectual property in Additive Manufacturing research; build an in-depth knowledge-base that is a 

prerequisite for better understanding Additive Manufacturing processes; significantly reduce time-to-

market by avoiding wasted effort and gaining valuable insights; and support the qualification and 

certification of additively-manufactured parts. 

Additive Manufacturing (‘3D Printing’) has huge promise as a technique to make geometrically-

complex parts with optimal cost and performance in industries including aerospace, automotive, and 

medical. Significant investment is being made in research and development programs to realise this 

potential. But this work generates huge amounts of data about the structure, properties, and processing 

of the materials involved. Until now, there has been no easy-to-implement system to capture this data 

and ensure that it is used effectively across the many disciplines involved: materials suppliers, R&D, 

part design, simulation, and production. MI:Additive Manufacturing provides a single system, based on 

the industry-leading GRANTA MI™ materials information management software, which captures all 

relevant data, links it, makes it available to any appropriately-authorized user, and ensures full 

traceability. 

A typical MI:Additive Manufacturing workflow begins with the import of ‘logfiles’ directly from 

Additive Manufacturing machines. The system automatically stores process parameters, extracts logged 

data for specific builds, links this information to supplier data on the batches of material used to make a 

part, and captures testing and inspection results. This data can feed into statistical analyses that 

determine mechanical properties. Properties can be exported to simulation codes and the results can be 

http://www.grantadesign.com/products/mi/am.htm
http://www.grantadesign.com/products/mi/
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captured for use in optimizing part design and production. MI:Additive Manufacturing both improves 

efficiency for many of the individual tasks in Additive Manufacturing research and supports 

collaboration, sharing knowledge and increasing effectiveness across a whole research program. 

At the heart of MI:Additive Manufacturing is the data structure (or ‘schema’) that defines the types of 

data to be captured in the system, their inter-relationships, and how they might be processed. This 

technology, embodying industry best practices, is then combined with the GRANTA MI materials 

information management tools, which have been proven for the complex management of advanced 

materials data in dozens of implementations by  leading research, design and engineering enterprises 

worldwide. 

One Additive Manufacturing project in which Granta has participated is AMAZE – a multinational 

collaboration of 28 corporations and research institutions that is developing rapid production of large 

defect-free additively-manufactured metallic components. Granta technology captures and securely 

shares knowledge on materials, processes, and properties. This enables efficient comparison of data, 

improvement of production knowledge, refinement of processes, integration of simulation activities, and 

improved coordination of the R&D program. Experience such as this has supported development of the 

new software package. 

“MI:Additive Manufacturing combines our core strength in materials information management with 

practical knowledge of Additive Manufacturing data gained from our collaborative projects, and work 

with some of our leading customers”, comments Dr Patrick Coulter, chief operating officer at Granta 

Design. “The great news is that this will allow us to help many other customers who have expressed an 

interest in Additive Manufacturing, and have been asking us for a solution to manage their data in this 

area.” 
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HOOPS Publish Powers 3D PDF Output in SOLIDWORKS® Model Based Definition 

20 February 2015 

 

Tech Soft 3D announces that HOOPS Publish, its native 3D PDF generation toolkit, ensures 

SOLIDWORKS MBD (Model Based Definition) users can output accurate, rich and secure 3D PDFs. 

Introduced earlier this week at SOLIDWORKS World 2015, SOLIDWORKS MBD is an integrated, 

drawing-less manufacturing solution that enables users to define, organize, and publish Product 

Manufacturing Information (PMI) including 3D model data in support of industry standards such as 

Military-Standard-31000A, ASME Y14.41, ISO 16792, and DIN ISO 16792. 

HOOPS Publish empowers SOLIDWORKS MBD users to leverage the full capabilities of 3D PDF, 

including advanced layout, interactive 3D objects, fully accurate B-Rep data and critical metadata– 

everything needed to employ a Model Based Enterprise (MBE) strategy for manufacturers. Since 

HOOPS Publish is integrated directly within SOLIDWORKS MBD, everything – including PMI – can 

be exported with complete fidelity into 3D PDF. This 3D data can then be shared easily and securely 

through viewing with the ubiquitous Adobe Reader, found on 98% of desktops worldwide. 

“HOOPS Publish is simply the only 3D PDF publishing SDK that can ensure that 3D data is fully 

encapsulated and exactly communicated,” says Gavin Bridgeman, VP of Products. “All of the 

information contained within an annotated 3D model created with SOLIDWORKS MBD is visible via 

http://www.grantadesign.com/company/collaborations/am.htm
http://www.techsoft3d.com/products/hoops-toolkits/hoops-publish/
http://www.solidworks.com/sw/products/technical-communication/solidworks-mbd.htm
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Adobe Reader and Adobe Acrobat – compounding the value of this powerful new product.” 

“We teamed up again with Tech Soft 3D, not just because they are a long-term trusted technology 

partner, but also because they are the only toolkit provider for native 3D PDF publishing,” says Rich 

Allen, SOLIDWORKS Senior Director, Product Portfolio Management. “By leveraging Tech Soft 3D’s 

technology, our users can convey all pertinent data required for manufacturing including PMI, in clean, 

structured and customizable 3D PDF output, an industry standard that is archivable, shareable and 

accountable to the strict standards that will give our customers a competitive edge.” 
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Luxion Releases KeyShot 5.2 

24 February 2015 

 

Luxion is pleased to release KeyShot 5.2, with support for SolidWorks 2015 and additional performance 

and stability improvements. 

In preparation of the next major release of KeyShot, Luxion continues to make improvements focused 

on the speed of creating product visuals, increasing performance and ensuring support for widest array 

of 3D file formats. KeyShot 5.2 addresses key performance improvements in the new features released 

with KeyShot 5 along with other updates to increase stability. 

Among the most important updates is new support for SolidWorks 2015 file format on both Mac and 

PC. This allows SolidWorks users to import SolidWorks 2015 files directly from the KeyShot interface. 

The updated KeyShot plugin for SolidWorks also supports import of SolidWorks 2015 files with 

LiveLinking to send geometry updates over to KeyShot. The plugin is available free of charge and can 

be downloaded from the KeyShot website here. Additional updates include optimizations to motion blur, 

color accuracy, focused caustics and visibility of emissive material. 
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ProgeSOFT unveils progeCAD 2016 Professional 

24 February 2015 

 

ProgeSOFT is excited to announce the most eagerly awaited new release of the company’s main 

product, progeCAD 2016 Professional, a2D/3D DWG/DXF-native CAD platform fully compatible with 

AutoCAD® and other CAD programs supporting DWG/DXF file formats. 

progeCAD 2016 Professional, the software for advanced technical drawing acknowledged by the CAD 

professionals in need of the DWG environment, offers in its new edition DWG compatibility with 

AutoCAD® DWG files versions up to 2016. Thanks to Cloud technology integrated with progeCAD 

2016, the level of collaboration and data sharing has been dramatically enhanced. The Cloud integration 

allows the CAD operator to save and open drawings on a Cloud station enabling access to projects 

literally from everywhere you want and to anyone you need to design, view and revise. The new version 

is also showcasing the Dynamic input feature as an alternative way to specify coordinates in the drawing 

area and a rethink of GUI, inviting Users to assess the interface new graphics, welcoming colours and by 

https://www.keyshot.com/whats-new/
https://www.keyshot.com/downloads/plugins/
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far more user-friendly and appealing look-and-feel. The user interface by all means remains familiar 

containing all the drawing and editing commands and tools of the industry standard CAD software. Then 

there are the scores of fixes of the former listed bugs and glitches like solid extrusion, zoom, ortho and 

object snaps just to name a few which are to gratify the User of the 2016 release. 

Listed below are the main new features of the progeCAD 2016 edition: 

 Dynamic input, a command line interface at your crosshair to enter commands and coordinates 

with interactive display of changes; configurable according to your personal or company 

standards. 

 Dynamic UCS, to speed up 3D modelling this feature automatically creates a temporary plane to 

draw on, so you don’t need to constantly specify a new UCS to change views. 

 Cloud integration. Enhance collaboration and simplify teamwork through an easy reach to your 

drawings! progeCAD Cloud supports the major cloud services for file sharing and syncing like 

DropBox, Google Drive and Microsoft One Drive. 

 Advanced Solid grips, enriched 3D editing through the grips. Select and drag black squares of 

grips on a 3D model to alter the shape and size of primitive solids. The change of one parameter 

will maintain the overall solid shape by automatically updating other parameters. 

 3D Ortho. Classic X,Y Ortho snap modes have been beefed up by orthogonal snap mode for the 

Z-axis, restricting cursor movement not only to horizontal and vertical, but also in the up and 

down directions. 

 Annotative objects, the feature automates the sizing of annotations such as text(single and multi-

line), dimensions, hatches, tolerances, blocks and block attributes in multiple viewports with 

varying scales. The annotative objects are scaled based on the current annotation scale setting 

and are automatically displayed at the correct size. 

 Drawing Fields. Save time and improve accuracy using fields to automate the insertion of 

titleblock text or other annotations in a drawing, especially, when this text occurs repeatedly like 

it is in case of the current date, the drafter’s initials, the company name and address etc. 

 ARCTEXT, the command enables text alignment along an existing arc object, very handy when 

adding complex curved text in drawings. 

 Breakline, the command line creates a breakline, a polyline including a breakline symbol, by 

specifying two points and the location of the breakline symbol between them. You can control 

the relative size and appearance of the breakline symbol and the extension of the polyline beyond 

the selected start and end points. 

 PDF/A Print. Create PDF files compliant with the PDF/A Standard often requested by official 

institutions and public administrations and used for long-term archiving. 

 Change Space, the CHSPACE command to move or copy entities from Model Space to Paper 

Space or the other way round very quickly and easily. Entities are also scaled by the viewport 

scale to come out in the correct size. 

 Draw order advanced tools, control of draw order of CAD entities through a new toolbar. 

 Autocomplete command mode. Enhanced command line input assisted by a list or auto 

completion of commands and system variables as they are being typed. 

Click here to watch Video demonstrating the new features of progeCAD 2016 Professional 

As commented by Marco Lucini, director for ProgeSOFT SA: “progeCAD Professional is designed to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vwF8mMM1i_A&list=PLyQrW_6rrnRfQxAoEkdhbo44iU2Fi6zYc
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make the draftsman efficient and precise at the most competitive price. With the new 2016 edition the 

program takes another step forward to be in line with the technology at the cutting edge. This surely has 

to do with Cloud integration, the functionality in high demand in the market, as well as Dynamic input 

implementation, the most requested by our users feature. Our little CAD package is getting ever more 

complete, intuitive and easy-to-use to serve you and your productivity.” 

progeCAD 2016 Professional is compatible with the Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1 operating 

systems and also ready for Windows 10. Alongside all the generic CAD standard commands progeCAD 

provides the tools typical of the advanced DWG environment, such as: ACIS 3D solid modelling, 

advanced rendering, Dynamic UCS, ICADLib blocks library manager. The design process is further 

assisted through complete image management, from raster images insertion to their in-place editing. The 

Professional package also puts at disposal of its Users a series of customization tools, supporting the 

following programming languages: LISP, DIESEL, IRX (C++ Similar to ARX), SDS (C++ ADS 

compatible), VBA and COM automation. 
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Sigmetrix Revolutionizes Tolerance Analysis with Newest Release - CETOL 6 Sigma v8.4 

24 February 2015 

 

Sigmetrix announced today the availability of its CETOL 6 Sigma v8.4 software for PTC Creo®, 

Creo Elements/Pro®, CATIA® V5, and SOLIDWORKS® CAD systems. CETOL 6 Sigma v8.4 

includes all of the powerful, robust features of the CETOL 6σ architecture, enhanced with functionality 

that makes it easier than ever to use.  Cutting-edge technology enables product development teams to be 

able to reduce time to market and maximize profitability. 

CETOL 6σ is unique from other solutions on the market. It is the only 3D tolerance analysis 

solution tightly integrated with all three CAD systems supported. Engineers don’t have to redo previous 

analyses from scratch when updating their design, and changes made to tolerances within CETOL are 

automatically updated in the CAD models and drawings. CETOL also uses a direct mathematical 

method that enables users to see the results of their tolerance changes immediately rather than having to 

rerun simulations each time. Sigmetrix customers apply these robust set of modeling, analysis, and 

visualization technologies to a very comprehensive set of applications in a variety of industries today. 

CETOL 6σ is the dominant solution for variation analysis in the automotive, medical, heavy equipment, 

and many other industries. 

With a range of exciting new features, CETOL 6 Sigma v8.4 provides expert insight through unique 

visualization capabilities.  It delivers innovative features to all users, novice or expert, with specific 

emphasis on ease-of-use for model creation, obtaining answers, validating results, and updating design 

requirements in the CAD models and drawings. The results and reports provide the entire development 

team with a richer way to communicate and help bridge the gap between design, manufacturing and 

assembly departments. 

New features of CETOL 6 Sigma v8.4 include: 

 Drastic reduction in assembly modeling time by automatically creating CETOL joints from Creo 

and SOLIDWORKS CAD assembly constraints 

 Significant improvement in part modeling time by automatically creating linked GD&T 

http://www.sigmetrix.com/products/cetol-tolerance-analysis-software/
http://www.sigmetrix.com/cetol-6%cf%83-for-creo-elementspro/
http://www.sigmetrix.com/cetol-6%cf%83-for-catia/
http://www.sigmetrix.com/solidworks-tolerance-analysis-htm/
http://www.sigmetrix.com/what-is-tolerance-analysis/
http://www.sigmetrix.com/what-is-tolerance-analysis/
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Annotation and tolerances for features of size 

 Approximately 66% workload reduction in modifying over-constraining DOF on new joints by 

setting default DOF for new joints based not only on surface geometry but also on other joints 

already defined in the model 

“This latest version of CETOL 6σ represents a tremendous advancement in the overall user experience 

with its ability to give insight about the variation in your products with unprecedented speed and ease,” 

said Chris Wilkes, Sigmetrix President and CEO.  “It is actually now faster to perform a single tolerance 

study in CETOL 6σ than with a spreadsheet, and because CETOL 6σ is a complete 3D tolerance 

analysis solution, oftentimes you’ll uncover variation you were missing with your spreadsheets in less 

time that it took to create them.” 
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Synopsys' embARC Open Software Platform Accelerates Development of ARC-based Embedded 

Systems for the Internet of Things 

26 February 2015 

 

Synopsys, Inc. launched the embARC Open Software Platform to help accelerate the development of 

DesignWare® ARC® processor-based embedded systems. The new embARC platform gives ARC 

software developers online access to a comprehensive suite of free and open-source software that eases 

the development of code for the IoT and other embedded applications. Device drivers, operating systems 

and middleware ported to and optimized for ARC processors are available for download without cost 

from the embARC.org website. The website also provides access to software development tools and 

documentation as well as user forums to facilitate the sharing of information and expertise among the 

ARC-based design community. 

"We are pleased to see that the embARC Open Software Platform supports the use of the popular open-

source FreeRTOS," said Andrew Longhurst, business development manager at Wittenstein High 

Integrity Systems. "We offer OPENRTOS, the only commercially licensed and supported version of 

FreeRTOS, thus allowing designers using embARC to move to an RTOS with professional support, 

maintenance and updates, if needed." 

Drivers, Operating Systems and Middleware 

Pre-ported drivers for the GPIO, UART, SPI, I2C and other peripherals as well as leading real-time 

operating systems (RTOS), including FreeRTOS and Contiki OS, give developers a choice of industry-

standard software environments for their ARC-based systems. FreeRTOS is a scalable, compact and 

reliable operating system that is popular among embedded software developers. The Contiki OS is 

specifically designed for networked, memory-constrained systems such as low-power, wireless IoT 

applications. 

The embARC platform provides a choice of middleware components and a robust starting point for the 

development of IoT-related devices. The components available for use with FreeRTOS include the 

TCP/IP stack lwIP, file system fatfs, and MQTT and libcoap IoT protocols. The Contiki OS includes a 

middleware package with an integrated IoT protocol stack including MQTT, a publish/subscribe 

messaging protocol for lightweight machine-to-machine communications, and the CoAP application 

layer protocol for resource-constrained IoT applications. 

http://www.embarc.org/
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"FreeRTOS is professionally developed, supported and yet completely free for developers to embed in 

their commercial products without any requirement to expose their proprietary source code," 

said Richard Barry, director at Real Time Engineers Ltd. "As the leading RTOS for embedded 

applications, we are really pleased that Synopsys is making FreeRTOS available as part of their new 

embARC Platform. ARC users now have a simplified path to join the hundreds of thousands of 

developers worldwide who already benefit from the ease of use and proven reliability of FreeRTOS." 
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